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BUSINESS PLAN 2015
SOPA OUTCOME
1.The Scottish Government, Westminster Government, the Scottish Parliament, COSLA and the general population of older people will be better informed of the assets and
concerns of older people from the grass roots and the functioning and outcomes of the SOPA Committee.

Activities

Results

1.1. Committee membership will be extended and the
competence of its members developed through two workshops.
One will result from local meetings around Scotland during the
early part of 2015 dealing with the perceived and actual
functioning of the SOPA Committee. Independent expertise will be
sought to deliver the workshop.






1.2 A second workshop will build on the relations SOPA has
established with the Scottish Commission for Human Rights to
assist the Committee understand the impact of health inequalities
and poverty on older people. Plus any other issues the Committee
deem relevant to its functioning.



1.3 The Committee will meet on at least six occasions to follow a
planned Agenda and track the agreed strategic action plan. The
plan will influence issues such as Reshaping Care for Older People,
implementation of Health and Social Care Integration Public
Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland) Act 2014, outcomes from the
Smith’s Commission and Programme for Scottish Government.








1.4 Members of the Committee will attend and contribute to
Scottish Government and COSLA policy development meetings on
health and social care integration, development of older people’s




30 organisations or groups now comprise the SOPA committee. This is an increase of 7
Workshop independently led and delivered on 22 January 2015
Workshop independently led and delivered on 29 April 2015
20 SOPA meetings with older people were delivered in Dalkeith, Livingston, Irvine, Orkney,
Kilmarnock, Falkirk, Paisley, Turriff, Edinburgh, Carnoustie, Musselburgh, North Berwick, Glasgow,
Helensburgh, Auchinleck and Oban. Four meetings were held in Glasgow for people with disabilities
and in the LGBTI, BME and Interfaith communities and one meeting was held in Edinburgh with
Action on Elder Abuse Scotland. All were evaluated as being worthwhile. The contents of each
meeting were documented and information uploaded onto the SOPA website.
Workshop not delivered due to other pressing business

Five meetings held to November 2015 and others planned for January and March 2016
Each meeting has an Agenda, Notes and a record of Action Points
Chairperson, Coordinator, Researcher, Administrator and Committee members have attended the
Scottish Government’s Older People’s Development Group, discussion groups on proposed social
security devolvement, funeral payments, national housing strategy for older people, palliative and
end of life care, transport and digital inclusion, older women and employment
SOPA is on the national Advisory Groups for Home Life, Action on Elder Abuse, Age in Mind and the
national housing strategy for older people
Committee Members contributed to Scottish Government’s Living Well In Later Life (Reshaping Care)
International event on 26th October 2015
SOPA Chair, Tom Berney chaired Scottish Care’s annual event
Chairperson, Coordinator, Researcher, Administrator and Committee members have attended
Scottish Government’s Older People’s Development Group, discussion groups on proposed social
security devolvement, funeral payments, housing strategy for older people, Palliative and End of Life
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care and standards of care. Other opportunities will be sought
where the voice and experience of older people can influence
legislative and policy development and implementation.



Care, Transport and Digital Inclusion
Committee Members contributed to Scottish Government’s Living Well In Later Life (Reshaping Care)
International event on 26th October 2015

1.5 SOPA Committee representatives will continue to attend the
UKAFA and Age Alliance Board Meetings to build on good relations
already established with area partners, Westminster Ministers and
DWP officials.



Chairperson and a deputy attended UKAFA meetings

1.6 SOPA Committee secured sponsorship with an MSP to hold a
meeting with MSPs in the Scottish Parliament. The meeting is
planned for September 9th 2015 to raise the profile of SOPA and
create a meaningful relationship with all political party leaders.



Christine Graham MSP sponsored the reception on 9th September where the Cabinet Secretary for
Social Justice, Communities and Pensioners Rights delivered a key note address
200 guests attended the event
22 groups/ organisations for older people held stalls and promoted their work
Around 10 MSPs attended the event
Delegates reported that this was a successful event
SOPA workshop held at COSLA on 29 April 2015
COSLA spokesperson for Health and Wellbeing invited to Assembly
Exploratory discussions are underway with SCVO and COSLA on hosting SOPA during 2016/17

1.7 SOPA will continue to build its relationship with COSLA and
establish one with Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations
(SCVO)









1.8 Representatives of the Committee will meet with a Scottish
Government Minister and COSLA representatives. A Minister will
also be invited to attend a Committee Meeting.



1.9 SOPA Committee will recruit an ‘academic intern’ on a part
time basis (around 15-20hrs per week) to undertake research on
relevant policies and expenditure to inform Committee speeches,
briefings, campaigns and media communication. The person will
also deal with SOPA’s evaluation processes.
1.10 Committee members will continue to participate in the later
life working group of the Scottish Collaboration for Public Health
Research and Policy.
1.11 Exploration on the future hosting or an independent
arrangement of SOPA will be undertaken by the Committee.
Independent expertise will be sought from SCVO, Scottish Youth
Parliament, Carers Parliament and other organisations on possible
options.





Meetings with Cabinet Secretary for Social Justice, Communities and Pensioner Rights held on two
occasions
Cabinet Secretary for Social Justice, Communities and Pensioner Rights delivered key note speech at
SOPA reception and Assembly
Researcher appointed on 20 hours per week from July to 18 December 2015 and job specification
implemented



Collaborative liaison has continued



Productive exploratory discussions are underway with SCVO and COSLA on possible future hosting of
SOPA
A revised Constitution for SOPA is under development
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SOPA OUTCOME
2. An increased number of older people from grass roots will participate in the Scottish Older People’s Assembly and its events during 2015/16
2.1 SOPA will continue to work with local older people’s organisations to
gather the views of older people to shape the agenda of SOPA’s 2015
national event
2.1 SOPA events will be held in at least 5 areas not yet covered by SOPA
before October 30th 2015 or the National Assembly.




2.3 The main Scottish Older People’s Assembly will be held in the Scottish
Parliament’s Debating Chamber. Date and subject matter to be
determined. The event will be linked to SOPA 2014 actions and aspects of
the Scottish Government’s Programme clearly demonstrating SOPA’s role
in contributing to the Bill’s consultation process.









20 local meetings delivered during 2015, including around 700 older people’s representatives
Older people’s views documented and used to shape the programme for the national Assembly on
5th October
Orkney, North Ayrshire, Angus, Auchinleck, East Lothian, Helensburgh, Oban, Renfrewshire, West
Lothian, Falkirk were included in the local meetings
135 delegates attended the event
The National Assembly was sponsored by Christian Allard, MSP and held in the Members Room of
the Scottish Parliament on 5th October 2015
The programme built on the SOPA 2014 actions and the Scottish Parliament’s Community
Empowerment (Scotland) Act
Christian Allard MSP lodged the motion below in the Scottish Parliament on 7th October 2015
which was supported by the following MSPs - Adam Ingram, Nanette Milne, Liz Smith, Joan
McAlpine, Malcolm Chisholm, Iain Gray, Alex Rowley, Bill Kidd, Christine Grahame, Fiona McLeod,
Hanzala Malik, Margaret Mitchell, Neil Findlay, Mike MacKenzie, Margaret McCulloch, Kevin
Stewart, David Torrance, James Dornan, Elaine Murray, Richard Lyle, Ken Macintosh, Colin Beattie,
Kenneth Gibson, Alison McInnes, John Mason, Kenneth Pearson, Margaret MacDougall, Sandra
White, Gil Paterson, Claire Adamson, Nigel Don, Mark McDonald, Dennis Robertson.

“That the Parliament welcomes the contributions from the seventh Scottish Older People’s Assembly
that was held at the Parliament on 5 October 2015; notes that the assembly brought together many
organisations, facilitating collaboration across a broad network of shared issues; recognises what it
considers its inclusive and constructive approach when discussing and working together; welcomes the
contributions and feedback on issues of importance that were communicated on the day; appreciates
the positive action that the assembly is pursuing; recognises its work and efforts in tackling inequalities
of age and social injustice; welcomes the energy that it adopts in collaborating with different age and
equality groups, and awaits the detailed reports of workshops from the event”.
 SOPA was short-listed for the Herald Society Award in the category of 'Older People's Project of the
Year' Award which is sponsored by Glasgow Caledonian University. The awards were presented at a
ceremony on Wednesday, November 4, 2015 and SOPA congratulated on its achievements.
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SOPA OUTCOME
3. The profile of SOPA and its Committee in Scotland and elsewhere will be improved.
3.1 We will work with the assistance of a media and communication

expert to produce and build on our ‘Inclusive Communication Plan’ to
ensure that all older people have access to SOPA information. The Plan will
include clear and positive messaging of SOPA and the role older people
play in Scottish society to influence the Governments in Scotland and
Westminster and the Scottish Parliament. SOPA will seek to establish

relevant relationships at a national and international level.

3.2 Our work on issuing regular Newsletters, updating the SOPA website
and using local and social media will be improved and enhanced to show
the benefits of utilising the voice and experience of older people to
improve policy and service delivery.

3.3 We aim to reduce unlawful discrimination, harassment and
victimisation and advance and foster good relations through involvement
with the Scottish Commission on Human Rights. By the end of the funding
period SOPA will have gained an increased, positive profile amongst more
people in Scotland.

SOPA has been supported by communications firm Pagoda Porter Novelli since June. The
work has contributed to raising SOPA’s profile significantly in 2015 across both
traditional and social media. This activity has helped the Assembly reach a wider
audience and communicate its messages around the particular concerns of older people
as well as the vital role they continue to play in later life.
SOPA has maximised the impact of its local events around Scotland by inviting elected
representatives and issuing press releases to local newspapers publicising the meetings.
This has resulted in coverage in papers such as The Courier & Advertiser, the Carnoustie
Guide & Gazette, the East Lothian Courier, Evening Times, Edinburgh Evening News and
the Helensburgh Advertiser while also building SOPA’s relationship with policy and
decision makers across all parties. In addition to this local coverage, SOPA has improved
its profile nationally. The organisation has increasingly been invited to contribute quotes
and opinion to relevant news stories on older people’s issues. The annual Assembly,
held in the Scottish Parliament in October, received extensive media coverage on BBC
Radio Scotland and STV, as well as print publications such as The Scotsman, The
National, and Holyrood Magazine.

 SOPA leaflet was developed, piloted and distributed
 Newsletters are now issued through the use of Mailchimp – an email based arrangement that
enables tracking of users and readers



SOPA has also measurably improved its online presence. From January to November
(2015), the Facebook page went from 62 to 102 ‘likes’, an increase of 39%, while its
Twitter profile added 95 new followers across the year and almost 28,000 ‘impressions’
through its tweets. This has helped drive a greater volume of traffic to the SOPA
website.



SOPA meetings were delivered to older people in the LGBTI, BME, disabled and interfaith
communities. This experience has increased the understanding of the SOPA Committee to reduce
unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation
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Parliamentary Reception
SOPA held its first reception on 9th September in the Garden Room of the Scottish Parliament with MSP Christine Grahame sponsoring the event. Over 200 people
representing many of Scotland's organisations came together to socialise, network and discuss their common and particular concerns about later life. Alex Neil,
Cabinet Secretary for Social Justice, Communities and Pensioners' Rights addressed the assembled guests along with various other speakers, including SOPA chair
Tom Berney. Traditional Scottish music, refreshments, stands promoting their work by other organisations and the wonderful setting of the Scottish Parliament
made this a memorable and engaging experience for all attending. See Facebook and Twitter for pictures.
What others have said:
Alex Neil MSP: “It’s important to celebrate the important contribution older people make to their communities and so I’m delighted to support SOPA’s first
parliamentary reception. We are committed to improving the lives of older people across Scotland, and are working to tackle pensioner poverty and inequality,
and help older Scots live healthy, active and independent lives. As a Government we greatly value and appreciate SOPA’s work providing a strong voice for older
people about their concerns and experience of life in Scotland. The Scottish Government will continue to support the free travel pass and will also address people's
concerns about the rising cost of funerals."
Christine Grahame MSP, sponsor of the event: "Pensioner power is enormous and as an older person myself, I wish there were more pensioners in parliament. We
are positive contributors to society”.
Rohini Sharma, Trust Housing Association: “The SOPA reception in the Parliament provided a great opportunity to network and make contact with some specialist
small projects which provide excellent services and also showcase our project to others. It was also good to speak to individuals across Scotland.”
Alison Clyde, Generations Working Together: “Thanks to Scottish Older People's Assembly for giving GWT the opportunity to raise the profile of intergenerational
work and the benefits it has for older people. The evening reception was a great success. Thanks to our projects - Clark Community Choir and Citadel Youth Centre
- for helping us raise our profile on the night.”
Bill Macdonald, Renfrewshire Seniors Forum: “I first learned about SOPA at a meeting in Paisley where over 50 people attended. Since then I have represented
Renfrewshire Seniors Forum as a committee member. I have been inspired to adopt SOPA’s model, to get out and meet as many people as possible – handing
them leaflets, newsletters, and minutes of our meetings – so that we can communicate the message about giving older people a voice.”
Reception stall holders
A City for All Ages Advisory Group
Action on Elder Abuse Scotland
Action on Hearing Loss Scotland
Argyll and Bute TSI – Grey Matters
BME Older People Services Development Project
Borders Older Peoples' Services Forum
Make It Happen Forum Falkirk

Outside the Box
Scottish Pensioners’ Forum
Sign/Care Information Scotland
University of the Third Age in Scotland
Scottish Independent Advocacy Alliance
West Lothian Senior Peoples Forum
Generations Working Together

Independent Living in Scotland
HIV Scotland
Edinburgh Forget me not Garden
The Food Train LGBT Health and Wellbeing
Scottish Seniors Alliance
Seniors Together in South Lanarkshire
Scottish Disability Equality Forum (SDEF)
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2015 Assembly 5th October 2015
Christian Allard, MSP sponsored the seventh Assembly. This was the single largest and continuous public engagement forum for the views of older people in
Scotland. It provided an opportunity for members from a diverse range of organisations from across Scotland to meet with politicians and express their views and
concerns. Cabinet Minister for Social Justice, Communities and Pensioners’ Rights Alex Neil, MSP addressed the 'myth' that older people are rich. He highlighted
that depression, not dementia, was the biggest problem facing many older people in Scotland and vowed to keep the bus passes. The Minister announced a
review on funeral poverty stating: ‘it is unacceptable that a bereaved family trying to come to terms with the loss of a loved one, should go through the stress of
worrying about how they can afford to pay for the funeral…The report will look at how the Scottish Government can take a more co-ordinated approach which will
help bereaved families on low incomes organise a respectful funeral without taking on unsustainable debt.’ The report is due in January.
Tom Berney, in his speech to the Assembly, described SOPA’s campaign of public engagement raising the concerns of older people locally and nationally. The turn
out for the local meetings had been generally good and were as much an opportunity for SOPA to learn from local groups as for local groups to learn from SOPA.
For example, Grey Matters in Helensburgh had negotiated local train fares for older people on their own initiative and the SOPA meetings in Kirkwall, Paisley and
Dalkeith had encouraged local groups to become more involved. SOPA also spoke to equality groups which highlighted the particular problems of isolation for
older people from the LGBTI community and the discrimination experienced by disabled people, elders from the black and minority ethnic communities and by
people from Interfaith Scotland who strive to break down barriers for people of all ages.
Questions from delegates
Delegates raised their concerns with the Minister over a wide range of topics. He was first asked about the problems of transport for housebound older people and
what could be done to help expand community transport. The Minister stated that more money would be available to develop community transport that would be
responsive to the needs of individuals. On the question of the unfairness of pension levels between men and women particularly the ‘short gap’ for females born
between 1952–1954 who would be ineligible for a full pension, the Minister agreed that women deserved the same level of pension as men and that they should
not be penalised for time taken out to have and raise children. It was suggested that the council tax should be replaced with a local income tax. In reply it was
stated that the Scottish Government was looking at alternatives based on ability to pay and that the Council Tax Commission would report at the end of the year. It
was pointed out that council cuts to sheltered housing resulted in the loss of wardens and community workers and increased problems of social isolation and
loneliness. Mr Neil stated that he had opposed such cuts in his North Lanarkshire constituency. He praised the work of the Equal Opportunities Committee on the
issue of social isolation and advocated a wider use of social prescribing as a preventative measure. The Higher Education Governance (Scotland) Bill) currently
before the Scottish Parliament was challenged on the grounds that it threatened the charitable status Scotland’s ancient universities. A categorical assurance was
given that the Scottish Government would do nothing to that would affect the universities charitable status. The problem of pensioners stuck in family housing too
large for their needs was also raised. It was acknowledged that this was a difficulty and the minister would ask local authorities to introduce a downsizing payment
to cover the costs of new carpets etc and moving expenses for people in this position. This was entirely different from the bedroom tax and that moving must
always be a voluntary position. Following on from this it was pointed out that the number of affordable housing being built was half the number needed. The
minister agreed that although 30,000 houses had been built much more needed to be done with 150,000 people on the waiting list but as the Scottish
Governments capital budget had been severely cut there were constraints on what could be done. Finally the Minister was asked what could be done about
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unacceptably high levels of travel insurance for older people. In the answer it was pointed out that this was a consumer protection issue and as such was not
devolved but nonetheless it would be examined.
Afternoon Plenary
The afternoon session of the Assembly began with the workshops reporting back their preferred campaigning actions which are listed at the end of this summary.
A question and answer session followed with the panel consisting of Tom Berney (SOPA Chair) Dennis Robertson MSP (SNP), Rhoda Grant MSP (Labour) and was
Chaired By Christian Allard MSP (SNP).In their initial responses to the workshops Rhoda Grant pointed out the need to do more on the integration of social care
and described the work done by the Boleskine Community Care group in her own constituency which aimed to tackle the difficulties of getting care in rural
communities and the transport problems involved. She also spoke of the need for third sector interface with the new proposed boards. Dennis Robertson
highlighted the need for a person centred approach to care and mentioned the work of the cross party groups on carers and veterans. He also pointed to the need
for a social enterprise approach to funerals. Christian Allard spoke of the work of the Equal Opportunities Committee, of which he is a member, and the
investigation into Age and Social Isolation. (The Committee’s report was published on 28 th October 2015). Mr Allard went on to emphasise the need for a more
person rather than patient centred approach to care.
Helen Biggins from Seniors Together stated that in the joint health and social care legislation there was no provision for older people to be given a voice. Older
people were not represented by the third sector interface and older people should not be represented by the voluntary sector. Older people should be in a
position to design their health and care and asked the MSPs to ensure proper representation for older people. Rhoda Grant agreed that there was a difficulty and
the system should represent service users and not just providers. The problem with the third sector interface is that it represented users and providers and hence
an area of conflict. Dennis Robertson agreed that there were difficulties, especially in defining a generic group of older people and was there such a group? It was
necessary to be sure about who was representing who and while the third sector had a voice it was perhaps not the vehicle to represent older people. Ms Biggins
followed up by saying that every sector had a say but the voluntary sector were not representative and that older people were only observers and were did not
have a voice.
There followed a question from Sam Gibson who suggested that there should be return of medical social workers in hospitals who had liaised with medical staff,
carers and families and assisted with returning to home or appropriate aftercare people in hospital. Dennis Robertson said larger hospitals had dedicated social
work teams. In his opinion there should be more preventative medical and social care to avoid the necessity of hospital admission.
An unnamed questioner asked where the line would be drawn in asking older people to volunteer as the demands being put upon them were increasing. Rhoda
Grant agreed that if it wasn’t for older people volunteering many services would be shut down and that there was an increase in older people looking after older
people. There were limits as to how far this could continue and that more advice and advocacy was needed.
National Pensioners Convention representative, Alan Sidaway asked if the MSPs had signed up to the NPC Dignity Code. Scottish Seniors Alliance chair, Bill Johnson
and John Parkhill of Strathclyde Senior Students asked how MSPs knew they were talking to generic older people and was it not time for a Scottish strategy on
ageing. Dennis Robertson agreed that there was a need for joined up thinking on the issue and wondered when do we start to age and what impacts on all people?
Rhoda Grant also agreed an older people strategy was necessary and that older people need to be empowered and there was a need for better communication.
There was then a comment from the floor that they were all human beings with the need to be heard, valued, listened to, understood and be loved. A further
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comment from the floor pointed out that there were a million pensioners in Scotland and yet the government spends millions on consultants when there was a
huge untapped reservoir of talent and experience. This was akin to having an untapped oil well in the back garden and pawning ones shoes to pay the bills. Dennis
Robertson agreed that there was a need to acknowledge volunteers and there was a greater need for them. He also agreed that there was a need to listen to
people who did have experience and that sometimes they did not do this. He asked to speak to the representative of the NPC after the assembly regarding the
dignity code. Rhoda Grant pointed out the increase in kinship caring especially with grandparents looking after grandchildren and sometimes an elderly relative at
the same time and that there should be a work life balance with everything in proportion.
The final comment from the floor came from John Birrell as the named person conducting the enquiry into funeral poverty with an invitation to the participants to
send comments directly to him on the issue.
Assembly Feedback
The Assembly on the 5th October 2015 has been judged a success by its participants. Out of an attendance of 135, 54 evaluation forms were returned at the end
with a generally positive response. 42 out of the 54 responses rated the Assembly as either extremely or very useful, a further ten rated it as moderately useful
with one rating of slightly useful and one not at all useful. The geographical breakdown of respondents was twenty from Edinburgh, four from Dundee, ten from
Glasgow, three from Falkirk four from Kirkcaldy, two from Paisley, three from Kilmarnock, four from the Borders, one from Dumfries and two from Perth. The
overall feedback suggests that the access to government and MSPs was appreciated as well as the opportunity to network with a wide variety of groups of older
people. The discussions in the workshops provided a chance to explore campaigning issues and how these could be taken forward in the future. The comments
covered every aspect of the Assembly from the speeches to the afternoon workshops a selection of which are shown below.
On the speeches:
Alex N's presentation and the helpful answers to questions, the group discussion was excellent, well chaired and very informative leaving me with 'actions' for my
local area as well as SOPA. Really appreciated the sponsorship which allowed us to meet in this venue. Appreciated the support of our Parliament's MPs
Speakers at introductory session Tom Berney, Alex Neil & Christian Allard and Rhoda Grant & Dennis Robertson's input at plenary. Hearing good work being done by
area groups.
Alex Neil raised extremely important points especially about funeral poverty
On the workshops:
Wide range of inputs at workshops good summing up at final gathering. Whole day very well organised
Workshops as the discussion process in committee room 3 produced positive collaborating outcome regarding the task set which had validity.
Committee room interaction. Educated as to how many great organisations are at work.
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General comments:
Great opportunity to voice problems and feel they were being listened to.
Meeting people from a variety of backgrounds and listening to their thoughts, ideas and solutions.
Opportunity to offer views in the plenaries and the groups. The fact that views can be taken forward to government and authorities. Should local authorities and
boards be asked to respond too?
There were areas where the timings and locations could be improved.
Where SOPA could do better:
Timings of the day - too long a lunch break. Logistics of getting to Members Room. Felt day could be shortened and have an earlier start and finish with lunch or
vice versa.
It is not as accessible as the Edinburgh Conference Centre especially for older people with mobility difficulties. More access to identifiable MSPs
Too much focus on problems rather than solutions within the discussion time? Though this could be because of time constraints!
Further comments were also received by e-mail
A very good assembly yesterday I felt. Much less political and more for a wish to share good practices and ensure standards and quality of care were kept to the
forefront. Some felt a lot of time was wasted with an hour for lunch when we could have circulated but tended to stay in our own committee rooms instead of
mixing more. It is not easy in that building
Congratulations on your work and the work of Rosa and David in making the event such a success again. Two triumphs in short order - with the Parliament
Reception as well - these are tremendous achievements Glenda. Tom has done superbly well too - and Val in all the support she provides on the technical front.
Some formidable team there that you so effectively orchestrate Glenda.
Christian would like thank you for such a brilliant day yesterday. The feedback from all of the members was extremely insightful and allowed himself and the other
MSPs to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the issues that are strongly regarded by everyone. He hopes that it was useful for the members also and that
future work together will continue.
Thank you for yesterday. A very well organised event with lots of
discussion and ideas. It was good to be part of it.
Conclusion
All comments have been logged on a SOPA database and will be used to inform campaigning and organisation for the future.
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House of Commons Reception
On 4th November a reception hosted by Westminster for delegates from SOPA and the Northern Ireland Pensioner’s Parliament ended successfully with the way
paved for Northern Ireland and Scottish older people to collaborate on pension issues and concerns which are currently not devolved. Ian Murray MP Labour
Shadow Secretary of State for Scotland welcomed SOPA to the House of Commons and pledged his support for the organisation and older people in Scotland.
Deidre Brock MP SNP reiterated her support to SOPA and thanked the City of Edinburgh Council for its continued and valued work with older people.
All Scottish MPs were invited to the event and those who attended are listed below:
SNP - Alan Brown MP, Deirdre Brock MP, Neil Grey MP, Alex Salmond MP, Douglas Chapman MP, Marion Fellows MP, Patrick Grady MP, Chris Stephens MP, Eilidh
Whiteford MP, Angus Brendan MP
Labour Party - Ian Murray MP Shadow Secretary of State for Scotland

Support for the Scottish Older People’s Assembly
Delivery of SOPA during 2015/16 has been supported by a grant of £65k from the Scottish Government, £10k from the Big Lottery and resources provided by the
City of Edinburgh Council. We are most grateful to all for their sponsorship.
SOPA’s committee was delighted that Christian Allard MSP lodged a motion in the Scottish Parliament on 7TH October 2015 which was supported by the following
MSPs - Adam Ingram, Nanette Milne, Liz Smith, Joan McAlpine, Malcolm Chisholm, Iain Gray, Alex Rowley, Bill Kidd, Christine Grahame, Fiona McLeod, Hanzala
Malik, Margaret Mitchell, Neil Findlay, Mike MacKenzie, Margaret McCulloch, Kevin Stewart, David Torrance, James Dornan, Elaine Murray, Richard Lyle, Ken
Macintosh, Colin Beattie, Kenneth Gibson, Alison McInnes, John Mason, Kenneth Pearson, Margaret MacDougall, Sandra White, Gil Paterson, Claire Adamson,
Nigel Don, Mark McDonald, Dennis Robertson.
“That the Parliament welcomes the contributions from the seventh Scottish Older People’s Assembly that was held at the Parliament on 5 October 2015; notes
that the assembly brought together many organisations, facilitating collaboration across a broad network of shared issues; recognises what it considers its inclusive
and constructive approach when discussing and working together; welcomes the contributions and feedback on issues of importance that were communicated on
the day; appreciates the positive action that the assembly is pursuing; recognises its work and efforts in tackling inequalities of age and social injustice; welcomes
the energy that it adopts in collaborating with different age and equality groups, and awaits the detailed reports of workshops from the event”.
SOPA was short-listed for the Herald Society Award in the category of 'Older People's Project of the Year' Award sponsored by Glasgow Caledonian University. The
awards were presented at a ceremony on Wednesday, November 4, 2015 where SOPA was congratulated on its achievements.
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Scottish Older People’s Assembly Campaigning Actions for 2016/17
The workshops at the Scottish Older People’s Assembly held on the 5th October raised the following campaigning actions for SOPA to pursue in the coming year.









Funded development and promotion of social enterprise funeral arrangements – funding from the Scottish Government to create and establish a social
enterprise funeral arrangement as part of the Scottish Government’s Fairer Scotland – Future Powers project.
Funded programmes on active citizenship for older people - funding from the Scottish Government to promote and expand an Active Citizenship
programme to enable older people to be equipped to contribute to the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act
Funded use of communication technology in line with the Scottish Government’s inclusive communication principles.
Older representatives on all Joint Integrated Boards
Care workers respected, well paid, trained to highest standard
Care in a home and ‘at home’ linked to the community to improve daily life
Funded therapeutic services for 65+ on a par with ‘adult’ services
Other important issues such as those related to the level, uncertainty and anomalies in the new state pension’s policy will also be addressed.
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Results of Local Assembly Meetings
Purpose of Report
This report presents the results from 25 pre and post Assembly local meetings which led to the formation of the
2015 SOPA Action Plan.

Pre 2014 Assembly Meetings
Views and concerns were gathered from older people during 12 local meetings in 2014 held in Lerwick,
Aberdeen, Inverness, Dundee, Stirling, Kirkcaldy, Edinburgh, Penicuik, Hamilton, Glasgow, Ayr, and Dumfries.
Over 400 people representing forums of older people and voluntary organisations attended.
The evaluation of the local meetings was conducted by the Employment Research Institute at Edinburgh Napier
University. 239 evaluation forms were completed at 8 local SOPA meetings. The report states that the majority
of respondents rated the meetings as either very or extremely useful
Briefing Notes containing a summary of the concerns from the above meetings were then presented at
dedicated workshops in the Parliament on 31 October 2014 and for campaigning by SOPA during 2015/16.
Detailed information leading to the SOPA Action Plan statements can be found in Appendix 1 and on the SOPA
website: www.scotopa.org.uk including pictures and stories from the SOPA Campaign Trail around Scotland at
https://www.facebook.com/scotopa.

Post 2014 Assembly Meetings
Between January and December 2015, 20 meetings were held with over 700 attendees. Four meetings were held in
Glasgow for people with disabilities, LGBTI, BME and Interfaith communities and one meeting in Edinburgh with the
Director and advisors of Action on Elder Abuse Scotland. Other meetings were in Dalkeith, Livingston, Irvine, Orkney,
Kilmarnock, Falkirk, Paisley, Turriff, Edinburgh, Carnoustie, Musselburgh, North Berwick, Helensburgh, and Oban.
Presentations included information about the 2014 Assembly in the Parliament and concerns from the attendees The
meeting in Oban held on November 2015 addressed the campaigning issues identified at the 2015 Assembly and
concerns of the attendees.
Of the 13 meetings held prior to the Assembly 2015 (excluding meetings in Glasgow, Action on Elder Abuse Scotland,
Auchinleck and Oban), 67% of 500 participants who returned profile forms were women (26% men and 6% gender not
identified). The most represented participants were: 70-75 years (24%), 66-69 years (14%), 80-85 years (12%) People were
invited to discuss the SOPA 2015 actions and identify priorities and asked to suggest improvements for SOPA. Meetings
were evaluated and briefing notes returned to each group and uploaded to the SOPA website at
www.scotopa.org.uk/events.asp

Participants
Participant numbers ranged from 94 in Irvine to 13 in Turriff. 67% of participants who returned the form were
women (26% men, 6% didn’t give an answer). The most represented age groups were: 70-75 years (24%
participants), 66-69 years (14% participants), 80-85 years (12% participants).
Purpose of meeting
Presentations included information about the Scottish Older People’s Assembly in the Parliament on 31 October
2014 and issues relating to older people.
Following the presentations, participants were invited to discuss the SOPA Action Plan 2015 statements and
identify priorities. Statements are at Appendix 2 Participants were also asked to address two questions below
about improving SOPA: How can SOPA work with you? How can you work with SOPA?
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Results
491 (91%) standard forms were returned from 540 participants. Some people gave priority to more than one
action from each topic. All of these priorities are included in the totals shown below in Figure 1. The top four
priorities are shown in Figure 21.
Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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Actions from the SOPA Plan are listed below, with the number of votes in brackets:
Communications & Information: accessible Internet access (94), solidarity between generations (186), and
SOPA reaching out to groups of older people (245)
Community Empowerment: clear communication on how the Community Empowerment (CE) (Scotland) Bill will
operate (150), reach out to the LGBT community and ethnic groups (106) and SOPA extending its reach to as
many older people as possible (285)
Community Safety and Housing: all communities have access to affordable housing (371), street safety - traffic
control and a police presence (87), clear comparisons between energy companies (87)
Health and Social Care: respect and dignity towards cared-for people (265), National Care Standards (331)
Retirement, Pensions and Money: pension concerns over flat rate (252), expense of funerals (103),
acknowledgement of unpaid carers and savings to the national purse (202)
Transport, Travel and Environment: integrated travel policy (294), public spaces for social life - including rest
areas and toilets (224)

Improving SOPA
How SOPA can work with local groups
Suggestions focused mainly on communications, lobbying and altering perceptions of older people. The list
below is a summary of participant suggestions:
 More information about SOPA and what it is doing
1

A full ranking of priorities is available on request.
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 More distribution channels for the online newsletter and provision of information in paper format which
could be distributed widely across the community
 SOPA acts as broker for speakers on Health and Social Care, and the Community Empowerment
(Scotland) Bill
 Lobby Ministers and members of Health Boards to improve packages of care to enable terminally ill
people, especially to die at home if they so choose
 Challenge perceptions of older people in the media
 Organise more local meetings
 More publicity for local meetings
 Establish local sub groups
 Have links into existing networks and contribute to local meetings, coming to them for grass roots
feedback and the list below is a summary of participant suggestions.
How the local group can work with SOPA
Suggestions focused on assisting local participation, gathering local evidence and identifying local champions.









Good information on meetings and help with transport to them
Ensure people’s stories are documented
Recruit and support local champions
Have a local representative on SOPA Committee
Focus on local networks and groups but link to SOPA
Promote and raise awareness of SOPA
Liaise with local Councillors, MSPs and MPs
Cascade information through local groups and feedback to SOPA

Meetings with Equality Groups
In addition to the above, meetings were also held in Glasgow for people with disabilities, elders from the black
and ethnic minority communities and with people from the LGBTI community. One meeting was held in
Edinburgh with the Director and Advisors of Action on Elder Abuse, Scotland. A note of the meetings with
people from the LGBTI and people with disabilities are at Appendix 4.

Conclusions
Prior to the 2014 Assembly, 12 local meetings, with over 400 representative older people participating, were
held in Lerwick, Aberdeen, Inverness, Dundee, Stirling, Kirkcaldy, Edinburgh, Penicuik, Hamilton, Glasgow, Ayr,
Dumfries to gather the views and concerns of older people for presentation in the Scottish Parliament on 31
October 2014.
Between January and August 2015, 13 local meetings were held with over 500 representative older people
participating. The meetings took place in Dalkeith, Livingston, Irvine, Orkney, Kilmarnock, Falkirk, Paisley, Turriff,
Edinburgh, Carnoustie, Musselburgh, North Berwick and Helensburgh. Presentations included information about
the Scottish Older People’s Assembly in the Parliament on 31 October 2014 and issues relating to older people.
Following the presentations, participants were invited to discuss the SOPA Action Plan 2015 statements to
identify priorities and address two questions about improving SOPA.
Analysis of the results has identified four priorities for the 2015 SOPA Action Plan:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Affordable and accessible housing in all communities
National Care Standards
Integrated transport
SOPA extending its reach
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Meetings were also held in Glasgow for people with disabilities, elders from the black and ethnic minority
communities and with people from the LGBTI community. One meeting was held in Edinburgh with the Director
and Advisors of Action on Elder Abuse, Scotland

2015 Scottish Older People’s Action Plan
The 2015 SOPA Action Plan has emerged from the concerns of older people. It contains six categories each with
three actions. However, analysis of the results of the local meetings has identified four top priorities:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Affordable and accessible housing in all communities
National Care Standards
Integrated transport
SOPA extending its reach

Communication and Information
1. SOPA calls for dedicated internet access for older people (for example, computers in libraries and community
centres for people with impaired sight) and equivalent support for face to face methods of communication.
2. SOPA calls for the comprehensive scheme of intergenerational engagement that already exists to be
enhanced and widened to overcome stereotypes and build solidarity between generations.
3. SOPA Committee is called upon to devise more ways to reach out to older people with particular needs, for
example, people from the ethnic, interfaith, deaf, blind and LGBT communities.

Community Empowerment
1. SOPA calls on the Scottish Government and the Scottish Parliament to ensure that when engaging with the
community the consultation must be clear and in a format that can be understood by everyone, allowing
enough time for people to have meaningful actions that can be reported back to their community within a
reasonable timescale. This will enable people to inform themselves and others.
2. Scope and width of the opportunities provided by the Community and Empowerment (Scotland) Bill needs to
be clearly communicated to allow all communities to empower themselves, particularly through participation
requests.
3. While recognising many different kinds of communities of both geographical and of common
community interests, the Community Empowerment(Scotland) Bill must recognise communities of age, that
is older people in the ethnic minority and the LGBT groups, to empower them directly.

Community Safety and Housing
1. SOPA calls on the Scottish Government to ensure that a variety of suitable housing, to include sheltered
housing and assisted housing with 24 hour care, particularly in the rural areas is available for older and disabled
people, with an appropriate amount of housing being ring fenced for use only by older people. New housing
should be accessible and of an appropriate size too.
2. SOPA calls on the Government to increase the visible presence of police officers, particularly in rural
communities and to enforce traffic2 speed restrictions to enable older people to cross the road safely and
with plenty of time.
3. SOPA believes that older people should have the autonomy to choose their own energy suppliers and factors
regardless of the type of housing they live in.

Health and Social Care
1. SOPA calls for all care policy makers and care providers to give respect to the humanity and dignity of people
who are cared for as well as paid and non paid carers.
2. SOPA calls on the Scottish Government and all local authorities to develop and implement a national
standard for care at home to ensure that all health and social care staff are trained in the delivery of care,
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receive a living wage, and that all people across Scotland receive the same standard of care. In the time of
budget cuts all of this should be cost effective.

Retirement, Pensions and Money Matters
1. SOPA expresses grave concern that the Westminster Government’s intention to introduce a new flat rate
pension in 2016 will create a two-tier pension system. SOPA calls for urgent action to ensure that everyone in
receipt of a current state pension will be guaranteed a single rate pension above the poverty threshold of £178
per week for 2016.
2. SOPA calls on the Scottish Government to recognise the contribution to society of all non–paid carers and the
savings made by them to the Government. SOPA calls on the Government to financially recognise the non–paid
carers and the savings made by them to the Government. SOPA calls on the Government to financially recognise
the savings all carers make whether or not they are pensioners.
3. SOPA is called upon to organise a programme of scrutiny of all local authority and undertaker charges linked
to funerals

Transport, Travel and Environment
1. SOPA is dismayed that many people in later life cannot benefit from concessionary travel due to disability or
the non-existence of appropriate public transport SOPA calls on the Scottish Government and all transport
providers including community transport to work together to provide a link to an integrated transport system
for all.
2. Given the emphasis the World Health Organisation places on the relationship between health and social care
and built environments SOPA is concerned about the ongoing closure of public toilets. SOPA calls on COSLA to
work with local authorities to ensure outdoor places support active ageing by improving and extending access to
all public and green spaces, including toilets.

Progress on implementation of Action Plan
Progress on the actions is bullet pointed below.
Communication and Information
1. SOPA calls for dedicated internet access for older people (for example, computers in libraries and community centres
for people with impaired sight) and equivalent support for face to face methods of communication.
 SOPA has attended meetings linked to the National Digital Communication Strategy
 SOPA has demonstrated the value of inclusive technology at some of its local meetings

2. SOPA calls for the comprehensive scheme of intergenerational engagement that already exists to be enhanced and
widened to overcome stereotypes and build solidarity between generations.
 SOPA has supported and profiled the work of Generations Working Together locally and nationally

3.

SOPA Committee is called upon to devise more ways to reach out to older people with particular needs, for example,
people from the black and minority ethnic, deaf and blind and LGBTI communities.






SOPA has held a reception in the Scottish Parliament attended by over 200 people, including many MSPs
SOPA has received local and national media coverage, including an invitation to submit a newspaper article and be
with Kaye Adams on BBC Scotland
SOPA has extended its reach across Scotland via 20 local meetings, including four meetings with all equality groups
A report on all local SOPA meetings was uploaded onto its website and the meetings have been evaluated as very
positive
SOPA delivered a joint reception at Westminster with Scottish MPs and the Northern Ireland Pensioners
Parliament on 4th November 2015
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Community Empowerment

1.

SOPA calls on the Scottish Government and the Scottish Parliament to ensure that when engaging with the
community the consultation must be clear and in a format that can be understood by everyone, allowing enough
time for people to have meaningful actions that can be reported back to their community within a reasonable time
scale. This will enable people to inform themselves and others.

2.

Scope and width of the opportunities provided by the Community and Empowerment (Scotland) Bill needs to be
clearly communicated to allow all communities to empower themselves, particularly through participation requests

3.

While recognising many different kinds of communities of both geographical and of common community interests,
the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Bill must recognise communities of age, that is older people in the ethnic
minority and the LGBT groups, to empower them directly.



SOPA has established partnership arrangements with all Equality Groups
The Scottish Government has arranged for an introduction to the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act to be
held on 2nd December 10am – 2pm at Victoria Quay, Edinburgh. The Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act
brings new rights, duties and responsibilities which could have a huge impact on community growing and
allotments in Scotland. The event will act as an introduction to the Act, so that people who are affected by these
new rights, duties and responsibilities are aware of them and better able to implement them.

Community Safety and Housing
3. SOPA calls on the Scottish Government to ensure that a variety of suitable housing, to include sheltered housing and
assisted housing with 24 hour care, in rural and urban areas is available for older and disabled people, with an
appropriate amount of housing being ring fenced for use only by older people. New housing should be accessible and
of an appropriate size too.
 SOPA has attended meeting on the implementation of national housing strategy for older people.

2. SOPA calls on the Government to increase the visible presence of police officers, in all communities and to enforce
traffic speed restrictions to enable older people to cross the road safely and with plenty of time.


Police Scotland issued a Scotland – wide communication on older people’s concerns

3. SOPA believes that older people should have the autonomy to choose their own energy suppliers and factors regardless
of the type of housing they live in.
Health and Social Care
1. SOPA calls for all care policy makers and care providers to give respect to the humanity and dignity of people who are
cared for as well as paid and non paid carers.
2.SOPA calls on the Scottish Government and all local authorities to develop and implement a national standard for care at
home to ensure that all health and social care staff are trained in the delivery of care, receive a living wage, and that all
people across Scotland receive the same standard of care. In the time of budget cuts all of this should be cost effective.





SOPA is a regular participant in the Scottish Government’s Older People’s Development Group
SOPA is a stakeholder and contributor to the National Advisory Committee on End of Life and Palliative Care
leading to a national framework
SOPA has contributed to a forthcoming leaflet on funeral costs and options
SOPA has contributed to the National Care Standards and removed its ‘Vote of No Confidence’ in the Care
Inspectorate
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SOPA has been invited to contribute to the National Care Contract on Care Homes
In October contributed two sessions to Healthcare Improvement Scotland’s event entitled ‘Living Well in Later
Life’ which was webcast worldwide. A morning workshop dealt with the importance of the voice and experience of
older people in policy and service developments, and the plenary session consisted of a panel of four SOPA
Committee members who presented their different perspectives on later life. A poet from Luminate, Scotland's
creative ageing festival, also contributed a creative look at later life at this session.

Retirement, Pensions and Money Matters
1. SOPA expresses grave concern that the Westminster Government’s intention to introduce a new flat rate pension in
2016 will create a two-tier pension system. SOPA calls for urgent action to ensure that everyone in receipt of a current
state pension will be guaranteed a single rate pension above the poverty threshold of £178 per week for 2016.


SOPA delivered a jointly organised reception in the House of Commons with members of the Northern Irish
Pensioners Parliament on 4th November 2015. During the reception concerns were raised about the current and
intended implementation of pension arrangements in the UK.

2. SOPA calls on the Scottish Government to recognise the contribution to society of all non–paid carers and the savings
made by them to the Government. SOPA calls on the Government to financially recognise the savings all carers
make whether or not they are pensioners.


SOPA has pledged support to the progression of the Carers (Scotland ) Bill and to the work of the Carers
Parliament

3. SOPA is called upon to organise a programme of scrutiny of all local authority and undertaker charges linked to funerals.


SOPA has contributed to the proposed new benefit arrangements for Scotland

Transport travel and Environment
1. SOPA is dismayed that many people in later life cannot benefit from concessionary travel due to disability or the nonexistence of appropriate public transport. SOPA calls on the Scottish Government and all transport providers, including
community transport to work together to provide a link to an integrated transport system for all.


SOPA has attended consultation events on national transport issues and the use of ferries

2. Given the emphasis the World Health Organisation places on the relationship between health and social care and built
environments, SOPA is concerned about the ongoing closure of public toilets. SOPA calls on COSLA to work with local
authorities to ensure outdoor places support active ageing, by improving and extending access to all public and green
spaces, including toilets.
3. SOPA is disappointed that, despite repeated representations, the traffic signage between hospitals in South Lanarkshire
is still inadequate.
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Appendix 1
This Appendix contains the concerns from older people which resulted from the question below.
If you had the chance to speak at the 2014 Scottish Older People’s Assembly in the Scottish Parliament, what one action
would you request to benefit older people in Scotland?

Communication and Information
Computer-use by a sector of the older population (possibly in late old age and less affluent) is unfamiliar and
difficult, or people do not own a computer or tablet computer. Even with paper communications and forms,
how to access and complete can be difficult, and the language can be ambiguous. Also loop systems and lipreading facilities are patchy. How older people are communicated with face to face, and in the media, often
conveys ageist attitudes and beliefs. Wishes regarding the future (Power of Attorney / end of life) may not be
actively encouraged and followed through. Also communication between agencies dealing with the same person
can be inadequate.
Access
 Use plain English and not abbreviations or jargon
 Simplify access to information
 Simplify benefit claimant forms
 Create diverse pathways to all forms of information, both electronic and paper
Face to face communication
 Loop systems that work and electronic note takers more available
 Lip reading classes available for all people who are hard of hearing
 Not to be the object of patronising language and behaviour
Resources
 A hub for information for older people
 One organisation coordinating the voice of older people as now there are several
 Power of Attorney to be used with integrity
 Communication and work between agencies and localities could be improved greatly
 Having the right to shorten one’s life legally in the face of incurable illness
Agreed Actions
1. SOPA calls for dedicated internet access for older people (for example, computers in libraries and community
centres for people with impaired sight) and equivalent support for face to face methods of communication.
2. SOPA calls for the comprehensive scheme of intergenerational engagement that already exists to be
enhanced and widened to overcome stereotypes and build solidarity between generations.
3. SOPA Committee is called upon to devise more ways to reach out to older people with particular needs, for
example, people from the ethnic, interfaith, deaf, blind and LGBT communities.
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Community Empowerment
This topic covers accountability of organisations, Government support, intergenerational work and the desire of
many active older people for schemes to enable greater involvement as volunteers in sustainable projects. The
latter would involve the reshaping of services. Inclusiveness and equal respect of all sectors and individuals
within the older population is vital – for example, those in the Lesbian, Gay, Transsexual, Bisexual (LGTB) or
ethnic communities who often remain hidden on the margins of society.
Access
 Financial support of older adults who wish to engage in further education
Mindset
 Use the life experience of older people to help younger people
 See the person as a unique individual, not solely defined by age
 Valuing seniors in the same way that younger people are valued
 Ensure that organisations representing the older population are accountable
 Fully and explicitly acknowledge the LGBT community and its older members
 Be treated with dignity and not as second class citizens
 Encourage rights and responsibilities for all as part of the Human Rights agenda
Resources
 Ensure the needs of people of all ages are met equally with no discriminating services
 Government support for community development and empowering older citizens
Agreed Actions
1. SOPA calls on the Scottish Government and the Scottish Parliament to ensure that when engaging with the
community the consultation must be clear and in a format that can be understood by everyone, allowing
enough time for people to have meaningful actions that can be reported back to their community within a
reasonable timescale. This will enable people to inform themselves and others.
2. Scope and width of the opportunities provided by the Community and Empowerment (Scotland ) Bill needs to
be clearly communicated to allow all communities to empower themselves, particularly through Participation
Requests.
3. While recognising many different kinds of communities of both geographical and of common community
interests, the Community Empowerment(Scotland) Bill must recognise communities of age, that is older people
in the ethnic minority and the LGBT groups, to empower them directly.
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Community Safety and Housing
A safe and congenial environment is central to peace of mind at any age but certain issues take on particular
significance in later life. Neighbourhood crime is frightening, so a visible police presence is important.
Maintenance is a concern, with a call for schemes to help, and options to move house if disability arises. Also
subsidised renewable energy (solar panels to reduce heating costs) would help. For some residents in retirement
housing, factoring charges and arrangements are a major concern.
Community Safety
 Importance of being safe and feeling safe in your home and community
 Better measures to prevent crime
 Concerns about the closure of police stations
Housing
 Free solar panels and other renewable energy options
 House maintenance schemes
 More single bedroom homes
 Concerns around homes being sold to pay for care
 More housing for disabled people
 Factoring arrangements in some private sheltered housing causing concern and deemed
 not value for money
Utilities
 Tackle cartels in the utility sector to reduce the cost of gas and electricity
Agreed Actions
1. SOPA calls on the Scottish Government to ensure that a variety of suitable housing, to include sheltered
housing and assisted housing with 24 hour care, particularly in the rural areas is available for older and disabled
people, with an appropriate amount of housing being ring fenced for use only by older people. New housing
should be accessible and of an appropriate size too.
2. SOPA calls on the Government to increase the visible presence of police officers, particularly in rural
communities and to enforce traffic speed restrictions to enable older people to cross the road safely and
with plenty of time.
3. SOPA believes that older people should have the autonomy to choose their own energy suppliers and factors
regardless of the type of housing they live in.
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Health and Social Care
Comments highlight overriding issues, such as, preventing loneliness, how people are treated in the NHS,
waiting times for assessments, and types of respite care. Particular services are criticised where there are wide
variations across the country, such as audiology, dental care, accident and emergency, services for people with
dementia and disabilities, and supporting people at the end of life. Issues around valuing paid carers, revisiting
GPs’ contracts, care home inspections and care continuity were raised.
Improving services
 Aspects of community care should be looked into - not everything is satisfactory
 Introduce standards for audiology services
 Patients are still lying for extended periods on trolleys in A & E
 Urgent review of GPs contractual arrangements is required
 Improved and consistent inspection of care homes
 Arrangements from hospital to home should be improved
 Continuity of care workers and care for people with dementia in their home
Changing Mindsets
 Treat people with dignity
 Appropriate support and care for non-paid carers
 Value care workers through training and fair pay
 Particular concerns for people with dementia from the LGBT community
Resources
 More and better funded opportunities for healthy ageing preventing loneliness and
 preventing need for care
 Reduce waiting times for social care assessments
 Requirement for NHS dental care
 Concern for some isolated people who live alone
Agreed Actions
1. SOPA calls for all care policy makers and care providers to give respect to the humanity and dignity of people
who are cared for as well as paid and non paid carers.
2. SOPA calls on the Scottish Government and all local authorities to develop and implement a national
standard for care at home to ensure that all health and social care staff are trained in the delivery of care,
receive a living wage, and that all people across Scotland receive the same standard of care. In the time of
budget cuts all of this should be cost effective.
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Retirement, Pensions and Money Matters
With the steep rise in the cost of living there is a call to reduce tax as well as ensure people are not anxious
about how they will meet future basic costs, such as fuel and funerals, for example. Pensions, carers’ allowances
and disability allowances are full of anomalies that can reduce income as people reach pension age. There is also
fear of personal assets being at risk from predatory professionals, tradesmen and family members.
Pensions
 Increase state pension to ensure a reasonable base line for everyone
 Honour the pledge to link pensions to the Retail Price Index (RPI)
Tax
 Reduce tax for people on reaching the current normal retirement age
Benefits
 Carers should keep the Carers Allowance when in receipt of the state pension
 Age discrimination affects people with disabilities in later life. The Disability Living Allowance (DLA) is
available before aged 65, but not if claimed after 65, when the benefit changes to the Attendance
Allowance. The DLA is more flexible.
Funerals
 Costs have escalated and are a source of anxiety for many older people
Retirement
 People have different ideas about when to retire, but can experience ageism at work
Money Matters
 Vulnerable to exploitation by businesses, tradesmen, and even family and professionals
 Depletion of financial resources through bank fraud and credit card abuse
 Fuel poverty - particularly in rural areas. Choosing between heating well or eating well
 Concerns about selling one’s home to pay for residential care.
Agreed Actions
1. SOPA expresses grave concern that the Westminster Government’s intention to introduce a new flat rate
pension in 2016 will create a two-tier pension system. SOPA calls for urgent action to ensure that everyone in
receipt of a current state pension will be guaranteed a single rate pension above the poverty threshold of £178
per week for 2016.
2. SOPA calls on the Scottish Government to recognise the contribution to society of all non–paid carers and the
savings made by them to the Government. SOPA calls on the Government to financially recognise the
savings all carers make whether or not they are pensioners.
3. SOPA is called upon to organise a programme of scrutiny of all local authority and undertaker charges linked
to funerals.
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Transport, Travel and Environment
The ability to get out and about safely and easily contributes significantly to quality of life. Therefore certain
basics require to be in place, such as even pavements, regular accessible bus services (in the evening also),
parking concessions (particularly within hospital premises), as well as concessionary travel. It should be easy to
enter buildings and navigate once inside. Designing an environment conducive to participation by everyone
includes everything from good transport and accessible toilets to education, culture, recreation and sport. Also,
as life expectancy increases, travel insurance restrictions should change too.
Access
 Improve access to public buildings, shops, halls and modes of transport
 Free or concessionary hospital parking
 Clear signage on routes to hospital and to departments in hospitals

 Convenient parking, safe, drop-off areas and well-lit bus shelters
 More pedestrian crossings with non-slip markings and visual and auditory cues
 Refurbish and reopen public conveniences in town centres
Services
 More evening and night buses
Resources
 Concessionary travel, not age-based, but linked to the state pension
 Investment and regeneration in rundown areas
 Removal of travel insurance age discrimination
Agreed Actions
1. SOPA is dismayed that many people in later life cannot benefit from concessionary travel due to disability or
the non-existence of appropriate public transport SOPA calls on the Scottish Government and all transport
providers including community transport to work together to provide a link to an integrated transport system
for all.
2. Given the emphasis the World Health Organisation places on the relationship between health and social care
and built environments SOPA is concerned about the ongoing closure of public toilets. SOPA calls on COSLA to
work with local authorities to ensure outdoor places support active ageing, by improving and extending access
to all public and green spaces, including toilets.
3. SOPA is disappointed that, despite repeated representations the traffic signage between hospitals in
Lanarkshire is still inadequate.
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Appendix 2

Scottish Older People’s Assembly Action Plan 2015
We ask everyone participating in the meeting to complete this form to assist in building a picture of your
opinions. All the information is treated anonymously. Thank you.
1) In terms of SOPA’s Action Plan for Communication & Information which of the following
actions would you support by inserting 1, 2 or 3 against the list below? 1 being the top priority.

Dedicated internet access for older people
Building solidarity between the generations
SOPA reaching out to groups of older people
2) In terms of SOPA’s Action Plan for Community Empowerment which of the following
actions would you support by inserting 1, 2 or 3 against the list below ? 1 being the top priority.

Consultations with the community, including people from the lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender & ethnic and cultural communities should be clear
and easy to follow with enough time for people to respond
Clear communication of the Community Empowerment Bill
(Scotland) so that communities can seek participation requests
SOPA should extend its reach to as many older people as possible
3) In terms of SOPA’s Action Plan for Community Safety and Housing which of the following
actions would you support by inserting 1, 2 or 3 against the list below? 1 being the top priority.

Ensure a variety of affordable and accessible housing with care is
available for older people in all communities
Ensure a visible police presence and that traffic speed
restrictions are enforced
Older people should have the autonomy to choose their own
energy suppliers and factors regardless of the type of housing
they live in

4) In terms of SOPA’s Action Plan for Health and Social Care which of the following actions
would you support by inserting 1 or 2 against the list below? 1 being the top priority

Care policy makers, checkers and providers ensure respect
is given to the humanity and dignity of people who are cared
for as well as paid and non- paid carers.
Ensure a national standard for care at home that all social care
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staff are trained in the delivery of care, receive a living wage, and
that all people across Scotland receive the same standard of care.
5) In terms of SOPA’s Action Plan for Retirement, Pensions and Money Matters which of
the following actions would you support by inserting 1 or 2 against the list below? 1 being the
top priority

SOPA expresses grave concern that the Westminster
Government’s intention to introduce a new flat rate
pension in 2016 will create a tiered pension system
SOPA calls on the Government to financially recognise
the savings all non paid carers make whether or not they
are pensioners
Scrutiny of all local authority and undertaker charges
linked to funerals

6) In terms of SOPA’s Action Plan for Travel, Transport and Environment which of the following
actions would you support by inserting 1 or 2 against the list below? 1 being the top priority

An integrated road and rail transport system for all
Local authorities should ensure outdoor places support
active ageing, by improving and extending access to all
public and green spaces, including toilets.

7) Are there any other issues that you think should be addressed by the Scottish Older
People’s Assembly?
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Participant Profile Form
GENDER
Male

Female

Transgender

Other

Prefer not to answer
AGE
15-20

21-30

31-40

41-50

51-59

60-65

66-69

70-75

76-79

80-85

86-89

90+

Prefer not to answer

ETHNICITY
White Scottish

White Irish

White English

White Welsh
White other (please write in)
_______________________________________

Indian

Pakistani

Bangladeshi

Chinese

Other Asian, Asian Scottish or Asian
Black (please write in)
________________________________________

Caribbean

African

Any other black background (please
write in)
_______________________________________

Mixed/Other ethnic background (please write in) ________________________________________
Prefer not to answer
DISABILITY
The Disability Discrimination Act 1995 defines disability as ‘a physical or mental impairment which has
a substantial and long term adverse effect on a person’s ability to carry out normal day-to-day
activities.’ Do you consider yourself to have a disability as defined by The Act?
Yes

No

Prefer not to answer
SEXUAL ORIENTATION

Bisexual

Lesbian

Gay

Heterosexual

Prefer not to answer

What are the first two letters and numbers of your postcode? (please write in)

Thank you for your help!
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Briefing Notes of each local post Assembly meeting

Appendix 3

Dalkeith
Dalkeith was the first of a series of meetings for older people’s groups around Scotland between January and
April 2015. The format set a pattern of an introduction by the Provost Joe Wallace and a presentation by Tom
Berney, SOPA Chair on the growing role of SOPA in supporting and challenging policy. 53 participants linked to
Midlothian Voluntary Action discussed Action Plan 2015 statements and identified their priorities. Then these
questions were addressed:
How can SOPA work with you? and How can you work with SOPA?
SOPA’s Communication Adviser, raised awareness of events in the local press and media, and publicised them
afterwards on SOPA’s Facebook site - https://www.facebook.com/scotopa
Results from 46 returned standard forms.
Some people gave priority to more than one action from each topic and all of these priorities are included in the
totals shown below in Figure 1. The top four priorities are shown in Figure 2 2.
Fig.1
Fig.2

The action points break down as follows, with the number of votes in brackets:
Communications & Information: accessible Internet access (3), solidarity between generations (8), and SOPA
reaching out to groups of older people (37)
Community Empowerment: clear communication on how the Community Empowerment (CE) (Scotland) Bill will
operate (10), reach out to the LGBT community and ethnic groups (10) and SOPA extending its reach to as many
older people as possible. (32)
Community Safety and Housing: all communities have access to affordable housing (34), street safety - traffic
control and a police presence (13), clear comparisons between energy companies (7)
Health and Social Care: respect and dignity towards cared-for people (20), National Care Standards (38)
Retirement, Pensions and Money: pensions concerns over flat rate (18), expense of funerals (13),
acknowledgement of unpaid carers and savings to the national purse (23)
Transport, Travel and Environment: integrated travel policy (25), public spaces for social life - including rest
areas and toilets (20)

2

A full ranking of priorities is available on request.
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How SOPA can work with local groups
Comments on the meeting
Suggestions focused on communications, lobbying and
altering perceptions of older people:
“There was great energy at the event! It
was solutions-focused. Having clear
discussion points helped address a range
of topics as well as move the discussion
along. What was encouraging was that
people were keen to get involved in
listening activities and research amongst
their friends into issues affecting older
people in Midlothian. They were keen to
share the positive contribution older
people make here. Maybe we can even
get some involved in writing articles for
the paper!” Nadine Gilmour, Community
Co-ordinator, Midlothian
“The event really was a positive success,
full of good energy, discussions, idea
exchanges and points of view. We should
both be pleased indeed, I think!” Eric
Johnstone, Midlothian Voluntary Action

SOPA Co-ordinator Glenda Watt
glenda.watt@edinburgh.gov.uk
The City of Edinburgh Council,
Waverley Court, 4 East Market Street,
Edinburgh EH8 8BG
t: 0131 469 3806

 More information in general and more
distribution channels for the online
newsletter
 SOPA acts as broker for speakers on Health
and Social Care, and the Community
Empowerment (Scotland) Bill
 Lobby Ministers and members of Health
Boards to improve packages of care to
enable terminally ill people, especially to
die at home if they so choose
 Challenge perceptions of older people in
the media
 Continue consultation meetings
 Establish local sub groups.

How the local group can work with SOPA
Suggestions focused on assisting local participation,
gathering local evidence and identifying local
champions:
 Good information on meetings and help
with transport to them
 Ensure people’s stories are documented
 Recruit and support local champions
 Focus on local networks and groups - but
link to SOPA.

The Scottish Older People’s Assembly is
a ‘voice’ for older people.
Visit the SOPA website for up-to-date
information about events and activities.
www.scotopa.org.uk

A group of Midlothian participants at the
SOPA meeting in January.

Livingston
Livingston was part of a series of meetings for older people’s groups around Scotland between January and April
2015. The format included an introduction by the Provost Tom Kerr and a presentation by Tom Berney, SOPA
Chair on the growing role of SOPA in supporting and challenging policy. 31 participants from the West Lothian
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Seniors Forum discussed Action Plan 2015 statements and identified their priorities. Then these questions were
addressed:
How can SOPA work with you? and How can you work with SOPA?
SOPA’s Communication Adviser, raised awareness of events in the local press and media, and publicised them
afterwards on SOPA’s Facebook site - https://www.facebook.com/scotopa
Results from 29 returned standard forms.
Some people gave priority to more than one action from each topic and all of these priorities are included in the
totals shown below in Figure 1. The top four priorities are shown in Figure 2 3.
Fig.1

Fig.2
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The action points break down as follows, with the number of votes in brackets:
Communications & Information: accessible Internet access (4), solidarity between generations (16), and SOPA
reaching out to groups of older people (7)
Community Empowerment: clear communication on how the Community Empowerment (CE) (Scotland) Bill will
operate (7), reach out to the LGBT community and ethnic groups (0) and SOPA extending its reach to as many
older people as possible (21)
Community Safety and Housing: all communities have access to affordable housing (21), street safety - traffic
control and a police presence (3), clear comparisons between energy companies (2)
Health and Social Care: respect and dignity towards cared-for people (11), National Care Standards (20)
Retirement, Pensions and Money: pensions concerns over flat rate (18), expense of funerals (3),
acknowledgement of unpaid carers and savings to the national purse (12)
Transport, Travel and Environment: integrated travel policy (20), public spaces for social life - including rest
areas and toilets (10)

3

A full ranking of priorities is available on request.
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How SOPA can work with local groups
Comments on the meeting

27 participants completed an evaluation
form and of this number:



88% valued the meeting as very or
extremely useful;
many appreciated being with others
too:

“… a chance to meet like minded people
and discuss relevant topics to older
people.”

Suggestions on communication, contributing to local
activity and help with computers:
 Provide up to date information on
SOPA’s activities and achievements but do
not use acronyms
 Have regular events 3 or 4 times a year
 Have representatives from local forums to attend
the SOPA committee
 Highlight legislation and policies that impact
on older people
 Have links into existing networks and contribute
to local meetings
 Attend local groups for feedback, get info on
what works well, where the gaps are and inform
on issues across country
 More help with computers.

“Got the impression that this is a slick

organisation.”

How the local group can work with SOPA



Suggestions focused on assisting local participation,
gathering evidence, identifying local champions and help
with computers:

one person suggested an alternative
way to conduct a group discussion.

SOPA Co-ordinator Glenda Watt
glenda.watt@edinburgh.gov.uk
The City of Edinburgh Council,
Waverley Court, 4 East Market Street,
Edinburgh EH8 8BG
t: 0131 469 3806
The Scottish Older People’s Assembly is
a ‘voice’ for older people.

 Promote and raise awareness of SOPA
 More involvement from local Councillors, MSPs
and MPs
 Highlight issues to SOPA via e.g. senior people’s
forum
 Cascade info from SOPA to local communities e.g.
community councils/churches/community
centres, and provide grass roots information to
SOPA on what works well and gaps in service
 More help for people to understand and use
computers, including housebound people.

Visit the SOPA website for up-to-date
information about events and activities.
www.scotopa.org.uk

West
Lothian
Seniors
Forum &
SOPA
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Irvine
Irvine was part of a series of meetings for older people’s groups around Scotland between January and April
2015. The format included a Welcome by the Provost Joan Sturgeon, Introduction by Ian Wallace, Chair of the
Joint North Ayrshire Elderly Forum and a presentation by Tom Berney, SOPA Chair on the growing role of SOPA
in supporting and challenging policy. 94 participants discussed Action Plan 2015 statements and identified their
priorities. Then these questions were addressed:
How can SOPA work with you? and How can you work with SOPA?
SOPA’s Communication Adviser, raised awareness of events in the local press and media, and publicised them
afterwards on SOPA’s Facebook site - https://www.facebook.com/scotopa
Results from 94 returned standard forms.
Some people gave priority to more than one action from each topic and all of these priorities are included in the
totals shown below in Figure 1. The top five priorities are shown in Figure 2 4.
Fig.1

Fig.2
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The action points break down as follows, with the number of votes in brackets:
Communications & Information: accessible Internet access (14), solidarity between generations (34), and SOPA
reaching out to groups of older people (43)
Community Empowerment: clear communication on how the Community Empowerment (CE) (Scotland) Bill will
operate (28), reach out to the LGBT community and ethnic groups (21) and SOPA extending its reach to as many
older people as possible (47)
Community Safety and Housing: all communities have access to affordable housing (72), street safety - traffic
control and a police presence (9), clear comparisons between energy companies (8)
Health and Social Care: respect and dignity towards cared-for people (40), National Care Standards (58)
Retirement, Pensions and Money: pensions concerns over flat rate (47), expense of funerals (19),
acknowledgement of unpaid carers and savings to the national purse (32)
Transport, Travel and Environment: integrated travel policy (44), public spaces for social life - including rest
areas and toilets (49)

4

A full ranking of priorities is available on request.
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How SOPA can work with local groups
Comments on the meeting
85 participants completed an evaluation
form and of this number:



60% valued the meeting as very or
extremely useful;
many appreciated being with others
and getting useful and interesting
information:

“Hearing what is going on and meeting
like minded people. Particularly
encouraging to see so many young
people.”
“They covered a lot of questions and
answers which was very informative.”


some people suggested more ways
to receive information about SOPA
while others had difficulty hearing
the speakers.

SOPA Co-ordinator Glenda Watt
glenda.watt@edinburgh.gov.uk
The City of Edinburgh Council,
Waverley Court, 4 East Market Street,
Edinburgh EH8 8BG
t: 0131 469 3806

Suggestions focused on communications, lobbying,
contributing to local activity and involving young people:
 Enable information sharing between SOPA and
local forums
 Have more local meetings and listen to the local
point of view
 Better publicity for meetings
 SOPA representative can visit and report current
progress to our forums
 Have elected representatives on the main
committee
 Involvement with young people
 Provide an update on policies going through
Parliament
 Keep Councillors up to date
 Lobby Ministers.

How the local group can work with SOPA
Suggestions focused on intergenerational work, assisting
local participation, gathering local evidence and sharing
information:
 Intergenerational work to exchange skills and
talents
 Get involved with local forum, then communicate
to SOPA
 Representatives to give advice and take concerns
back to their organisations
 Gather information from SOPA website and pass
it on at local meetings.

The Scottish Older People’s Assembly is
a ‘voice’ for older people.
Visit the SOPA website for up-to-date
information about events and activities.
www.scotopa.org.uk

A large turnout at Irvine on 5th February
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Orkney
Orkney was part of a series of meetings for older people’s groups around Scotland between January and April
2015. The format included an introduction by Convenor Orkney and Islands Council - Steven Heddle and Gail
Anderson, Orkney Voluntary Action followed by a presentation from Tom Berney, SOPA Chair on the growing
role of SOPA in supporting and challenging policy. 20 participants discussed Action Plan 2015 statements and
identified their priorities. Then these questions were addressed:
How can SOPA work with you? and How can you work with SOPA?
SOPA’s Communication Adviser, raised awareness of events in the local press and media, and publicised them
afterwards on SOPA’s Facebook site - https://www.facebook.com/scotopa
Results from 18 returned standard forms.
Some people gave priority to more than one action from each topic and all of these priorities are included in the
totals shown below in Figure 1. The top five priorities are shown in Figure 2 5.
Fig.1

Fig.2
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The action points break down as follows, with the number of votes in brackets:
Communications & Information: accessible Internet access (2), solidarity between generations (8), and SOPA
reaching out to groups of older people (9)
Community Empowerment: clear communication on how the Community Empowerment (CE) (Scotland) Bill will
operate (3), reach out to the LGBT community and ethnic groups (7) and SOPA extending its reach to as many
older people as possible (10)
Community Safety and Housing: all communities have access to affordable housing (15), street safety - traffic
control and a police presence (1), clear comparisons between energy companies (1)
Health and Social Care: respect and dignity towards cared-for people (10), National Care Standards (11)
Retirement, Pensions and Money: pensions concerns over flat rate (11), expense of funerals (0),
acknowledgement of unpaid carers and savings to the national purse (7)
Transport, Travel and Environment: integrated travel policy (11), public spaces for social life - including rest
areas and toilets (7)

5

A full ranking of priorities is available on request.
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Comments on the meeting

How SOPA can work with local groups
Suggestions focused on communications and
contributing to local activity:

12 participants completed an evaluation
form and of this number:




everyone appreciated being informed
about SOPA and exchanging
information but some people had
difficulty hearing;
85% valued the meeting as very or
extremely useful:

“Sharing of information and the good
humour in delivery.”
“... opportunity to feedback and to be
informed.”
“ Finding out what was happening at
national level.”


some people suggested more ways to
keep in touch with island
communities.

 Raise awareness and promote work of SOPA
throughout Scotland (newsletter, radio,
newspapers, etc.)
 Promote and develop a membership arrangement
 Liaise with local forums and groups
 Have representative from Orkney on the SOPA
committee.

How the local group can work better with SOPA
Suggestions focused on assisting local participation,
gathering local evidence and sharing information:
 Local representative in Orkney – establish an
older people’s forum in Orkney and hold regular
meetings
 Seek views from people in communities
 Disseminate information through local groups,
e.g. have an annual meeting in Orkney and
feedback to SOPA
 Feedback local issues to SOPA on a regular basis
and encourage other groups to feed into SOPA as
well
 Liaise with local MSP and MP.

SOPA Co-ordinator Glenda Watt
glenda.watt@edinburgh.gov.uk
The City of Edinburgh Council,
Waverley Court, 4 East Market Street,
Edinburgh EH8 8BG
t: 0131 469 3806
The Scottish Older People’s Assembly is
a ‘voice’ for older people.
Visit the SOPA website for up-to-date
information about events and activities.

Participants at the SOPA meeting in
Kirkwall

www.scotopa.org.uk
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Kilmarnock
Kilmarnock was part of a series of meetings for older people’s groups around Scotland between January and
April 2015. The format included an introduction by Provost Jim Todd and a presentation by Tom Berney, SOPA
Chair on the growing role of SOPA in supporting and challenging policy. 44 participants from older people’s
forums in East Ayrshire discussed SOPA Action Plan 2015 statements and identified their priorities. Then these
questions were addressed:
How can SOPA work with you? and How can you work with SOPA?
SOPA’s Communication Adviser, raised awareness of events in the local press and media, and publicised them
afterwards on SOPA’s Facebook site - https://www.facebook.com/scotopa
Results from 39 returned standard forms.
Some people gave priority to more than one action from each topic and all of these priorities are included in the
totals shown below in Figure 1. The top four priorities are shown in Figure 26.
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The action points break down as follows, with the number of votes in brackets:
Communications & Information: accessible Internet access (7), solidarity between generations (20), and SOPA
reaching out to groups of older people (17)
Community Empowerment: clear communication on how the Community Empowerment (CE) (Scotland) Bill will
operate (16), reach out to the LGBT community and ethnic groups (5) and SOPA extending its reach to as many
older people as possible (22)
Community Safety and Housing: all communities have access to affordable housing (27), street safety - traffic
control and a police presence (8), clear comparisons between energy companies (8)
Health and Social Care: respect and dignity towards cared-for people (28), National Care Standards (25)
Retirement, Pensions and Money: pensions concerns over flat rate (30), expense of funerals (5),
acknowledgement of unpaid carers and savings to the national purse (12)
Transport, Travel and Environment: integrated travel policy (28), public spaces for social life - including rest
areas and toilets (16)

6

A full ranking of priorities is available on request.
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How SOPA can work with local groups
Comments on the meeting

37 participants completed an evaluation
form and of this number:



83% valued the meeting as very or
extremely useful;
many appreciated getting to know all
that SOPA does for older people and
sharing information:

“Meeting people from other
communities, sharing information with
each other. Learning what SOPA stands
for, and how it works for elderly people.”
“The speakers were informative and
clear, very good orators.”
“It would be good if local authorities
organised a meeting of local groups once
per year to discuss subjects helpful to
older people.”

SOPA Co-ordinator Glenda Watt
glenda.watt@edinburgh.gov.uk
The City of Edinburgh Council,
Waverley Court, 4 East Market Street,
Edinburgh EH8 8BG
t: 0131 469 3806

Suggestions focused on communications and
contributing to local activity:
 Keep us updated regularly on current issues by
both email and paper information
 Have more meetings at a local level
 Contribute to local meetings
 A local co-ordinator should be council led to
ensure remote locations are included
 Local advert and newsletter to each
household
 Provide clear, concise information about
meetings with Ministers.

How the local group can work better with SOPA
Suggestions focused on assisting local participation,
lobbying, gathering local evidence and sharing
information:
 Attend meetings locally and communicate on
issues that affect everyone
 Lobby MSPs and local councillors on issues being
raised by SOPA to add weight to their cause
 Gather information at local level and feed back to
SOPA
 Have a representative to work with others and
pass on the information at a local level
 Put our weight behind SOPA, contribute by
fundraising
 Organise local groups to carry a voice forward and
ensure the voice is being heard and acted upon.

The Scottish Older People’s Assembly is
a ‘voice’ for older people.
Visit the SOPA website for up-to-date
information about events and activities.

Lively debate at Kilmarnock on 25 Feb

www.scotopa.org.uk
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Falkirk
Falkirk was part of a series of meetings for older people’s groups around Scotland between January and April
2015. The format included an introduction by Marie Bishop of Make It Happen Forum, Provost Pat Reid and a
presentation by Tom Berney, SOPA Chair on the growing role of SOPA in supporting and challenging policy. 50
participants from Make it Happen Forum discussed Action Plan 2015 statements and identified their priorities.
Then these questions were addressed:
How can SOPA work with you? and How can you work with SOPA?
SOPA’s Communication Adviser, raised awareness of events in the local press and media, and publicised them
afterwards on SOPA’s Facebook site - https://www.facebook.com/scotopa
Results from 47 returned standard forms.
Some people gave priority to more than one action from each topic and all of these priorities are included in the
totals shown below in Figure 1. The top four priorities are shown in Figure 27.
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The action points break down as follows, with the number of votes in brackets:
Communications & Information: accessible Internet access (13), solidarity between generations (15), and SOPA
reaching out to groups of older people (24)
Community Empowerment: clear communication on how the Community Empowerment (CE) (Scotland) Bill will
operate (18), reach out to the LGBT community and ethnic groups (9) and SOPA extending its reach to as many
older people as possible (21)
Community Safety and Housing: all communities have access to affordable housing (38), street safety - traffic
control and a police presence (10), clear comparisons between energy companies (10)
Health and Social Care: respect and dignity towards cared-for people (24), National Care Standards (34)
Retirement, Pensions and Money: pensions concerns over flat rate (28), expense of funerals (10),
acknowledgement of unpaid carers and savings to the national purse (14)
Transport, Travel and Environment: integrated travel policy (26), public spaces for social life - including rest
areas and toilets (23)

7

A full ranking of priorities is available on request.
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Comments on the meeting
26 participants completed an evaluation
form and of this number:





96% valued the meeting as very or
extremely useful;
many appreciated meeting other
people and having an open
discussion;
some people suggested there should
have been more time for group
discussion:

“SOPA gives older people a collective
voice on important issues so they can be
more confident their ideas and concerns
will not disappear into a black hole.”
“Relaxed atmosphere and facilitators at
every table to help with questions.”
“It helped to generate enthusiasm to
become involved in a local and national
group and influence policy decision.”
“Not sufficient time to reflect on the
various questions.”
SOPA Co-ordinator Glenda Watt
glenda.watt@edinburgh.gov.uk
The City of Edinburgh Council,
Waverley Court, 4 East Market Street,
Edinburgh EH8 8BG
t: 0131 469 3806

How SOPA can work with local groups
Suggestions focused on communications and
contributing to local activity:
 Provision of paper information which could be
distributed widely across the community
 Have more meetings at a local level
 Invite a representative from Falkirk to participate
in SOPA events
 SOPA could come to some of our Make It Happen
meetings
 More publicity for similar events, send
newsletters and information locally
 Geographical sub-committees to capture local
comment and priorities.

How the local group can work with SOPA
Suggestions focused on assisting local participation,
gathering local evidence and developing communication
channel:
 Gather information at Make It Happen meetings
and feed back to SOPA
 Make It Happen can become members of SOPA
and pass information onto other groups
 Strengthen our own network and develop
communication channel
 Encourage more people get involved in
communities and encourage inter generational
activities
 Sign up for newsletter
 Include a disabled representative on the SOPA
group.

The Scottish Older People’s Assembly is
a ‘voice’ for older people.
Visit the SOPA website for up-to-date
information about events and activities.
www.scotopa.org.uk

Falkirk meeting on 6th March
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Paisley
Paisley was part of a series of meetings for older people’s groups around Scotland between January and April
2015. The format included a Welcome by Provost Anne Hall, an Introduction from Jeanette Nunnery, Chair of
Renfrewshire Seniors Forum and a presentation by Tom Berney, SOPA Chair on the growing role of SOPA in
supporting and challenging policy. 45 participants discussed Action Plan 2015 statements and identified their
priorities. Then these questions were addressed:
How can SOPA work with you? and How can you work with SOPA?.
SOPA’s Communication Adviser, raised awareness of events in the local press and media, and publicised them
afterwards on SOPA’s Facebook site - https://www.facebook.com/scotopa
Results from 45 returned standard forms.
Some people gave priority to more than one action from each topic and all of these priorities are included in the
totals shown below in Figure 1. The top four priorities are shown in Figure 28.
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The action points break down as follows, with the number of votes in brackets:
Communications & Information: accessible Internet access (11), solidarity between generations (14), and SOPA
reaching out to groups of older people (19)
Community Empowerment: clear communication on how the Community Empowerment (CE) (Scotland) Bill will
operate (9), reach out to the LGBT community and ethnic groups (11) and SOPA extending its reach to as many
older people as possible (24)
Community Safety and Housing: all communities have access to affordable housing (34), street safety - traffic
control and a police presence (5), clear comparisons between energy companies (6)
Health and Social Care: respect and dignity towards cared-for people (32), National Care Standards (28)
Retirement, Pensions and Money: pensions concerns over flat rate (21), expense of funerals (4),
acknowledgement of unpaid carers and savings to the national purse (19)
Transport, Travel and Environment: integrated travel policy (30), public spaces for social life - including rest
areas and toilets (14)

8

A full ranking of priorities is available on request.
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Comments on the meeting
41 participants completed an evaluation
form and of this number:




over 50% valued the meeting as very
or extremely useful;
many appreciated meeting other
people and discussing the various
topics but
many people could not hear the
proceedings;

“It was good that SOPA wanted to hear
our concerns.”
“This was my first time at the Assembly. I
found it to be informative.”
“Quality of sound system and
background noise from ventilation
system made it difficult to hear.”


one person suggested alternative
ways to reach out to disabled people
and those often confined to their
home.

How SOPA can work with local groups
Suggestions focused on communications and
contributing to local activity:
 Arranging meetings with forums and
communicate more with them
 Spread information
 Send newsletter to every senior forum.

How the local group can work better with SOPA
Suggestions focused on assisting local participation,
gathering local evidence and identifying local champions:
 Support SOPA
 SOPA should provide regular communication to
enable us to work with them to reach a common
goal
 Have a representative from Renfrewshire on the
Committee
 Attend local forums and share information
 Local meetings should continue but be affiliated
to SOPA .

SOPA Co-ordinator Glenda Watt
glenda.watt@edinburgh.gov.uk
The City of Edinburgh Council,
Waverley Court, 4 East Market Street,
Edinburgh EH8 8BG
t: 0131 469 3806
The Scottish Older People’s Assembly is
a ‘voice’ for older people.

A group debate the issues
at Paisley on 13 March

Visit the SOPA website for up-to-date
information about events and activities.
www.scotopa.org.uk
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Turriff
Turriff was part of a series of meetings for older people’s groups around Scotland between January and April
2015. The format included an introduction by John Smith U3A, Turriff and a presentation by Tom Berney, SOPA
Chair on the growing role of SOPA in supporting and challenging policy. 25 participants from the U3A discussed
Action Plan 2015 statements and identified their priorities. Due to time constraints it was not possible to
address the following questions that had been discussed at other SOPA meetings:
How can SOPA work with you? and How can you work with SOPA?
SOPA’s Communication Adviser, raised awareness of events in the local press and media, and publicised them
afterwards on SOPA’s Facebook site - https://www.facebook.com/scotopa
Results from 13 returned standard forms.
Some people gave priority to more than one action from each topic and all of these priorities are included in the
totals shown below in Figure 1. The top four priorities are shown in Figure 2 9.
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The action points break down as follows, with the number of votes in brackets:
Communications & Information: accessible Internet access (2), solidarity between generations (6), and SOPA
reaching out to groups of older people (5)
Community Empowerment: clear communication on how the Community Empowerment (CE) (Scotland) Bill will
operate (5), reach out to the LGBT community and ethnic groups (0) and SOPA extending its reach to as many
older people as possible (5)
Community Safety and Housing: all communities have access to affordable housing (12), street safety - traffic
control and a police presence (1), clear comparisons between energy companies (0)
Health and Social Care: respect and dignity towards cared-for people (4), National Care Standards (9)
Retirement, Pensions and Money: pensions concerns over flat rate (6), expense of funerals (1),
acknowledgement of unpaid carers and savings to the national purse (8)
Transport, Travel and Environment: integrated travel policy (9), public spaces for social life - including rest areas
and toilets (4)

9

A full ranking of priorities is available on request.
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Comments on the meeting
The group were appreciative of Tom’s
presentation and the fact that he had
travelled a distance to meet everyone.

How SOPA can work with local groups
SOPA is willing to work with older people in Turriff and would
be delighted, if someone could be elected to attend the SOPA
Committee.

“A helpful and interesting meeting”

SOPA Co-ordinator Glenda Watt
glenda.watt@edinburgh.gov.uk
The City of Edinburgh Council,
Waverley Court, 4 East Market Street,
Edinburgh EH8 8BG
t: 0131 469 3806
The Scottish Older People’s Assembly is
a ‘voice’ for older people.
Visit the SOPA website for up-to-date
information about events and activities.
www.scotopa.org.uk
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Edinburgh
Older People Shaping the Future was an event to promote the voice and experience of older people at a
national, city and neighbourhood level. It was organised through a partnership between A City for All Ages, Age
Scotland, Pilmeny Development Project, LOOPS and the Scottish Older People’s Assembly. The chairperson was
Joan Turner of A City for All Ages. The programme began with a welcome by Rt. Hon. Donald Wilson, Lord
Provost of the City of Edinburgh, followed by presentations from Christine Farquhar, Citizen Representative,
Edinburgh Integrated Joint Board; Tom Berney, SOPA; Hannah Lister, Age Scotland; Stef Milenkovic, EVOC; local
stories from Pilton Equalities Project, NEECAG, Guid Blethers and Caring in Craigmillar. Heather Smith, Age
Scotland spoke of the Silverline. During the afternoon World Café table discussions identified what works well,
what could be better and whose voice could be represented in a local area.
During the morning session 60 participants discussed the SOPA Action Plan 2015 statements and identified
priorities.
Results from 44 returned standard forms.
Some people gave priority to more than one action from each topic. All priorities are included in the totals. The
priorities for each topic are shown in Figure 1. The top four priorities are shown in Figure 2 10.
Fig. 1
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The action points break down as follows, with the number of votes in brackets:
Communications & Information: accessible Internet access (10), solidarity between generations (23), and SOPA
reaching out to groups of older people (25) - on the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Bill, for example
Community Empowerment: clear communication on how the Community Empowerment (CE) (Scotland) Bill will
operate (19), reach out to the LGBT community and ethnic groups (18), and SOPA extending its reach (22)
Community Safety and Housing: all communities have access to affordable housing (35), street safety - traffic
control and a police presence (11), clear comparisons between energy companies (10)
Health and Social Care: respect and dignity towards cared-for people (29), National Care Standards (33)
Retirement, Pensions and Money: pensions concerns over flat rate (24), expense of funerals (9),
acknowledgement of unpaid carers and savings to the national purse (26)
Transport, Travel and Environment: integrated travel policy (27), public spaces for social life - including rest
areas and toilets (23)

10

A full ranking of priorities is available on request.
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Have Your Say
During the lunch and networking break
people were invited to take part in Age
Scotland’s Have Your Say activity to assist in
setting policy priorities for Age Scotland.
Participants were invited to place three
poker chips on the topics they felt required
most attention. The information given at this
event was added to information gathered
from all across Scotland and will be collated
in to a national report which will inform the
next campaigns the charity will work on.
Local opportunities
Part of this event provided an opportunity to look at LOOPs and the voice of older people within localities in
Edinburgh. An Introduction to LOOPs (Local Opportunities for Older People) was given by Stef Milenkovic (EVOC)
in the afternoon session. In early 2014 EVOC and Pilmeny Development Project launched LOOP (Local
Opportunities for Older People) Networks in each of the 4 Health and Social Care quadrants. These local
networks, which correspond to the Healthy Living Partnership, originally developed by Pilmeny Development
Project in Leith, are now being developed in partnership with Pilmeny Development Project and City of
Edinburgh Council across the city, to improve uptake of social activities and preventative services by Edinburgh’s
older people.
LOOPs primary aim is to improve communication and signposting between the statutory, independent and
voluntary sectors and strengthen three underutilised referral routes into community based preventative
services and activities.
1. Strengthen the local infrastructure:
a. Provide a supported forum
b. Increase uptake of local community services
c. Build upon and maximise the contribution of the 3rd Sector
2. Strengthen Community Capacity and Resilience:
a. So that communities are more able to provide informal support for local vulnerable people
3. Strengthen the voice of local older people so that they have a direct impact on the services that are
available locally and how these are designed to meet their needs.
The voice of older people
LOOPs have an outcome of working within the communities of both older people’s service providers and with
Edinburgh’s older people to ‘strengthen the voice of the older person’. The table discussions that took place at
this event (using a World café format), began this dialogue by looking at:
 What are the issues for older people in your area?
 What one big idea would you like to take forward in your area?
Issues identified included:
North West – Communication, Home Care, Transport & Activities
North East – Communication, Information, Intergenerational work, Transport, Activities
South West – Communication, Isolation, Transport, Wellbeing, Activities
South East – Transport, minority ethnic and LGBT needs, Transport, Activities.
We now hope to use the information gathered to help inform and plan with older people a series of Roadshows
in each locality to look at how their voice, needs and concerns can be heard and made known to service
providers.
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The Roadshows will aim to:
 Provide a different method to engage with those older people who may not find the current avenues of
engagement accessible or approachable, and
 Through this engagement – co-productively develop locally focussed activities and communication
channels which can directly reach in to the community to find out about key issues on a regular basis
without the requirement of an ongoing commitment for those older people to attend meetings or
forums.

Comments on the meeting
Most of the participants who completed the evaluation
forms enjoyed the meeting, rating the presentations and
activities as good and very good. Some people would
have liked more time for discussion and questions.
“A super meeting. The best yet I thought. We seemed to
hear many more new things than usual! Anyway the
speakers were all very good and none of them too long”.
“Local stories presentations were outstanding, shows
what good community involvement can provide/do. An
excellent ‘template’ to follow in regard to community,
support and involvement”.
“It was all excellent”.
SOPA Co-ordinator Glenda Watt
glenda.watt@edinburgh.gov.uk

A group of Edinburgh participants
at the meeting

The City of Edinburgh Council,
Waverley Court, 4 East Market Street,
Edinburgh EH8 8BG
t: 0131 469 3806

The Scottish Older People’s Assembly is a ‘voice’ for
older people. www.scotopa.org.uk
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Carnoustie
Carnoustie was part of a series of meetings for older people and their groups around Scotland between January
and June 2015. The format included a Welcome by Deputy Provost Alex King, and a presentation by Tom Berney,
SOPA Chair on the growing role of SOPA in supporting and challenging policy. 31 participants discussed Action
Plan 2015 statements and identified their priorities. Then these questions were addressed:
How can SOPA work with you? and How can you work with SOPA?
SOPA’s Communication Adviser, raised awareness of events in the local press and media, and publicised them
afterwards on SOPA’s Facebook site - https://www.facebook.com/scotopa
Results from 29 returned standard forms.
Some people gave priority to more than one action from each topic and all of these priorities are included in the
totals shown below in Figure 1. The top five priorities are shown in Figure 2 11.
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The action points break down as follows, with the number of votes in brackets:
Communications & Information: accessible Internet access (10), solidarity between generations (11), and SOPA
reaching out to groups of older people (15)
Community Empowerment: clear communication on how the Community Empowerment (CE) (Scotland) Bill will
operate (14); reach out to the LGBT community and ethnic groups (10) and SOPA extending its reach to as many
older people as possible (20)
Community Safety and Housing: all communities have access to affordable housing (23), street safety - traffic
control and a police presence (11), clear comparisons between energy companies (15)
Health and Social Care: respect and dignity towards cared-for people (21), National Care Standards (22)
Retirement, Pensions and Money: pensions concerns over flat rate (15), expense of funerals (17),
acknowledgement of unpaid carers and savings to the national purse (19)
Transport, Travel and Environment: integrated travel policy (18), public spaces for social life - including rest
areas and toilets (20)

11

A full ranking of priorities is available on request.
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How SOPA can work with local groups
Comments on the meeting
27 participants completed an evaluation
form and of this number:




over 80% valued the meeting as useful
and extremely useful
many appreciated meeting other
people and discussing the various
topics
three people suggested that the
speeches were too long

“I now understand what SOPA is and how
to contribute to it. I have had a good
chance to contribute my views and hear
from others.”
“Interesting, very well presented,
structured, informative.”
“(What I liked best about the meeting
was) the information cascaded about
SOPA, also about older people and their
contribution to society. A friendly
informative and enjoyable meeting which
allowed sharing of information and ideas.”
“Good discussion and contributions from
participants.”

Suggestions focused on communications and
contributing to local activity:
 More communication about SOPA and what it is
doing
 Spread information
 More feedback on future developments and
results
 A form with newsletter for means of feedback
 Send newsletter to all establishments which deal
with older people.

How the local group can work better with
SOPA
Suggestions focused on assisting local participation,
gathering local evidence and sharing information:
 Spread the word to keep older people informed
 Create an Angus sub group
 Establish a network to allow people to respond
periodically to topical questions either by email or
questionnaires
 Create a forum which could compile issues
received from the community and present these
to SOPA
 Be more community aware and address and
present issues at regular meetings
 Feedback on form sent with newsletter.

“More of the same please!”

SOPA Co-ordinator Glenda Watt
glenda.watt@edinburgh.gov.uk
The City of Edinburgh Council,
Waverley Court, 4 East Market Street,
Edinburgh EH8 8BG
t: 0131 469 3806
The Scottish Older People’s Assembly is a
‘voice’ for older people.

Carnoustie meeting on 24 June 2015

Visit the SOPA website for up-to-date
information about events and activities.
www.scotopa.org.uk
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Musselburgh
Musselburgh was part of a series of meetings for older people and their groups around Scotland between
January and August 2015. The format included a Welcome by Jim Gilles, Deputy Provost, and a presentation by
Tom Berney, SOPA Chair on the growing role of SOPA in supporting and challenging policy. 18 participants
discussed Action Plan 2015 statements and identified their priorities. Then these questions were addressed:
How can SOPA work with you? and How can you work with SOPA?.
SOPA’s Communication Adviser raised awareness of events in the local press and media, and publicised them
afterwards on SOPA’s Facebook site - https://www.facebook.com/scotopa
Results from 14 returned standard forms.
Some people gave priority to more than one action from each topic and all of these priorities are included in the
totals shown below in Figure 1. The top four priorities are shown in Figure 212.
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The action points break down as follows, with the number of votes in brackets:
Communications & Information: accessible Internet access (0), solidarity between generations (3), and SOPA
reaching out to groups of older people (11)
Community Empowerment: clear communication on how the Community Empowerment (CE) (Scotland) Bill will
operate (3), reach out to the LGBT community and ethnic groups (3) and SOPA extending its reach to as many
older people as possible (8)
Community Safety and Housing: all communities have access to affordable housing (12), street safety - traffic
control and a police presence (2), clear comparisons between energy companies (2)
Health and Social Care: respect and dignity towards cared-for people (6), National Care Standards (11)
Retirement, Pensions and Money: pensions concerns over flat rate (4), expense of funerals (4),
acknowledgement of unpaid carers and savings to the national purse (8)
Transport, Travel and Environment: integrated travel policy (9), public spaces for social life - including rest areas
and toilets (7)

12

A full ranking of priorities is available on request.
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How SOPA can work with local groups
Comments on the meeting
9 participants completed an evaluation
form and of this number:




88% valued the meeting as useful and
extremely useful
participants appreciated meeting
other people and discussing the
various topics
most people suggested more publicity
to get a wider audience

“Hearing different points of view about
older people getting better services.”

Suggestions focused on communications and
contributing to local activity:
 Promote the voice of older people to build
confidence to engage
 Spread information
 Hear what older people’s concerns are
 Spread the word that older people are of value
and are an asset and promote intergenerational
work
 Send newsletter, also in paper copy
 Convey to others that there is a hold-up in having
a Community Care Assessment thereby delaying
discharge from hospital
 Convey to others there is a lack of respite care.

“Just keep doing what you are and we will
get there.”

How the local group can work with SOPA

“(What I liked best about the meeting
was) that it happened!”

Suggestions focused on assisting local participation,
gathering local evidence and sharing information:

SOPA Co-ordinator Glenda Watt
glenda.watt@edinburgh.gov.uk
The City of Edinburgh Council,
Waverley Court, 4 East Market Street,
Edinburgh EH8 8BG
t: 0131 469 3806

 Promote the voices of older people, share
information with them, encourage older people
to attend meetings and feed into SOPA
 A representative on the SOPA Committee
 Create an older people’s forum in East Lothian
 Sign up for SOPA newsletters
 Help younger people to get engaged with older
people
 Encourage people to contact local authorities
about their concerns.

The Scottish Older People’s Assembly is a
‘voice’ for older people.

Visit the SOPA website for up-to-date
information about events and activities.
www.scotopa.org.uk

Musselburgh meeting on 18 August
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North Berwick
North Berwick was part of a series of meetings for older people and their groups around Scotland between
January and August 2015. The format included a Welcome by Deputy Provost Jim Goodfellow, and a
presentation by Tom Berney, SOPA Chair on the growing role of SOPA in supporting and challenging policy. 24
participants discussed Action Plan 2015 statements and identified their priorities. Then these questions were
addressed:
How can SOPA work with you? and How can you work with SOPA?.
SOPA’s Communication Adviser raised awareness of events in the local press and media, and publicised them
afterwards on SOPA’s Facebook site - https://www.facebook.com/scotopa
Results from 21 returned standard forms.
Some people gave priority to more than one action from each topic and all of these priorities are included in the
totals shown below in Figure 1. The top four priorities are shown in Figure 213.
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The action points break down as follows, with the number of votes in brackets:
Communications & Information: accessible Internet access (6), solidarity between generations (15), and SOPA
reaching out to groups of older people (2)
Community Empowerment: clear communication on how the Community Empowerment (CE) (Scotland) Bill will
operate (4), reach out to the LGBT community and ethnic groups (5) and SOPA extending its reach to as many
older people as possible (13)
Community Safety and Housing: all communities have access to affordable housing (18), street safety - traffic
control and a police presence (1), clear comparisons between energy companies (4)
Health and Social Care: respect and dignity towards cared-for people (12), National Care Standards (11)
Retirement, Pensions and Money: pensions concerns over flat rate (5), expense of funerals (4),
acknowledgement of unpaid carers and savings to the national purse (8)
Transport, Travel and Environment: integrated travel policy (15), public spaces for social life - including rest
areas and toilets (8)

13

A full ranking of priorities is available on request.
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How SOPA can work with local groups
Comments on the meeting
19 participants completed an evaluation
form and of this number:






over 80% valued the meeting as
moderately useful, very useful and
extremely useful
many appreciated meeting other
people and discussing a variety of
topics
three people said the room set up was
too cramped made group discussion
difficult
one person suggested that some
questions were difficult to prioritise

“Excellent, informative and humorous
presentations. Just right.”
“A starting point for me.”
“(What I liked best about the meeting
was) hearing about SOPA, what it is and
what it does.”
“This has been very beneficial to a variety
of older people attending.”

SOPA Co-ordinator Glenda Watt
glenda.watt@edinburgh.gov.uk

Suggestions focused on communications and
contributing to local activity:
 Provide regular information on SOPA activities
 Improve transport to help people attend SOPA
events
 More publicity about meetings in local
communities
 Promote appropriate intergenerational activities
 Increase basic knowledge around the needs of
people with dementia
 More communication on the role of carers and
recognition for the care they provide
 Fund raising ideas
 Raise concerns about older people being isolated
and lonely
 Convey the need for more affordable and
accessible housing

How the local group can work better with
SOPA
Suggestions focused on assisting local participation,
gathering local evidence and sharing information:
 Spread the word in the community to keep older
people informed
 Attend local events to raise awareness of
important concerns e.g. East Lothian becoming
Dementia Friendly
 Sign up for SOPA newsletter
 Highlight issues from the community, share
knowledge

The City of Edinburgh Council,
Waverley Court, 4 East Market Street,
Edinburgh EH8 8BG
t: 0131 469 3806
The Scottish Older People’s Assembly is a
‘voice’ for older people.

Visit the SOPA website for up-to-date
information about events and activities.
www.scotopa.org.uk

North Berwick meeting on 21 August
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Helensburgh
Helensburgh was part of a series of meetings for older people and their groups around Scotland between
January and August 2015. The format included a Welcome by Councillor Ellen Morton, Deputy Leader of Argyll
and Bute Council, an introduction by Rob Snodgrass of Grey Matters, and a presentation by Tom Berney, SOPA
Chair on the growing role of SOPA in supporting and challenging policy. 57 participants discussed Action Plan
2015 statements and identified their priorities. Then these questions were addressed:
How can SOPA work with you? and How can you work with SOPA?
SOPA’s Communication Adviser, raised awareness of events in the local press and media, and publicised them
afterwards on SOPA’s Facebook site - https://www.facebook.com/scotopa
Results from 52 returned standard forms.
Some people gave priority to more than one action from each topic and all of these priorities are included in the
totals shown below in Figure 1. The top four priorities are shown in Figure 214.
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The action points break down as follows, with the number of votes in brackets:
Communications & Information: accessible Internet access (12), solidarity between generations (13), and SOPA
reaching out to groups of older people (31)
Community Empowerment: clear communication on how the Community Empowerment (CE) (Scotland) Bill will
operate (14), reach out to the LGBT community and ethnic groups (7) and SOPA extending its reach to as many
older people as possible (37)
Community Safety and Housing: all communities have access to affordable housing (30), street safety - traffic
control and a police presence (12), clear comparisons between energy companies (14)
Health and Social Care: respect and dignity towards cared-for people (32), National Care Standards (27)
Retirement, Pensions and Money: pensions concerns over flat rate (25), expense of funerals (14),
acknowledgement of unpaid carers and savings to the national purse (14)
Transport, Travel and Environment: integrated travel policy (32), public spaces for social life - including rest
areas and toilets (23)

14

A full ranking of priorities is available on request.
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How SOPA can work with local groups
Comments on the meeting
38 participants completed an evaluation
form and of this number:





over 50% valued the meeting as useful
and extremely useful
many appreciated finding out about
SOPA, meeting other people and
discussing the various topics
one person felt that there would be no
outcome from discussion
one person suggested that subtitles
and signing for the speeches should be
provided

“Keep up the good work!”
“Discussion of relevant matters regarding
ageing. Good opportunity to learn more about
older peoples matters.”
“I liked the awareness of different
consultations that are going on at various
levels on many issues affecting older people.”
“Speakers prepared, not too long speeches.”
“ I liked the chance to have our say and hope
that the Parliament listen to us.”

SOPA Co-ordinator Glenda Watt
glenda.watt@edinburgh.gov.uk
The City of Edinburgh Council,
Waverley Court, 4 East Market Street,
Edinburgh EH8 8BG
t: 0131 469 3806

Suggestions focused on communications and
contributing to local activity:
 More communication about SOPA and what it is
doing
 Spread information
 More feedback on future developments and
achievement in representing older people
 Consult with all local authorities
 Have a meeting in East Dunbartonshire
 Organise an Information event on a bi-annual
basis
 Update in newsletter on issues raised and what is
going to be done about it
 “Cost of living” to be taken into consideration in the
future
 Instead of telling us the ‘aged’ are living too
long... listen to our experience”

How the local group can work better with
SOPA
Suggestions focused on assisting local participation,
gathering local evidence and sharing information:
 Spread the word to keep older people informed
 Establish link with NHS Retirement Fellowship
branches in Scotland
 Establish link and liaising with National Carers
Trust re. Committee
 Use the Internet
 Observe needs in the community and report them
to SOPA
 Rob Snodgrass has expressed interest to join
SOPA committee, on behalf of Grey Matters –
spread our model
 Receive and share the newsletter.

The Scottish Older People’s Assembly is a
‘voice’ for older people.
Visit the SOPA website for up-to-date
information about events and activities.
www.scotopa.org.uk

Helensburgh meeting on 29 August 2015
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Appendix 4
Note of Meeting
Scottish Independent Living Coalition (SILC) - Disabled People’s Organisations (DPO) and Scottish Older
People’s Assembly (SOPA)
10.30 to 13.30, 15th July 2015
Kelvin Room, Glasgow Centre for Inclusive Living, 117 – 127 Brook Street, Glasgow, G40 3AP
Participants
Jim Elder-Woodward, Independent Chair Scottish Independent Living Convenor
Heather Fisken, Independent Living in Scotland
Ross Gillingham, Disability Agenda Scotland
Susan Grasekamp, Scottish Disability Equality Forum
Tom Berney, Chair of SOPA and of today’s meeting
Glenda Watt, SOPA Coordinator
Rosa Ardia, SOPA Admin Support
David Ritchie, SOPA Research Assistant
Alison Clyde, SOPA Committee and Generations Working Together
Bill McDonald, SOPA Committee and Renfrewshire Seniors Forum
Eileen Wallace, SOPA Committee and Older People’s Reference Group Stirling
Rohini Sharma Joshi, SOPA Committee and Trust Housing Association
1. Welcome and purpose of meeting
Tom Berney chaired the meeting by welcoming everybody and outlining its purposes. The first is for SOPA to
improve its understanding of disability, its impact on life and improve its engagement with older people who
have disabilities. The second is to exchange information and explore how to build connections and opportunities
for collaboration with the organisations involved today.
2. Definition of disability
Jim Elder –Woodward referenced his personal experience of disability and said that there had been a significant
move from the medical model to the social model of disability. Heather explained that disability is defined
under the Equality Act 2010 if you have a physical or mental impairment that has a ‘substantial’ and ‘long-term’
negative effect on your ability to do normal daily activities. The Equality Act 2010 doesn’t apply to Northern
Ireland - find out more on NI Direct.
What does ‘substantial’ and ‘long-term’ mean
‘Substantial’ is more than minor or trivial – e.g. it takes much longer than it usually would to complete a daily
task like getting dressed


‘long-term’ means 12 months or more – e.g. a breathing condition that develops as a result of a lung
infection

There are special rules about recurring or fluctuating conditions, for example, arthritis. For more details about
the special rules download the ‘Equality Act Guidance’.
Download ‘Equality Act Guidance’ (PDF, 789KB)
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Progressive conditions
A progressive condition is a condition that gets worse over time. People with progressive conditions can be
classed as disabled.
However, you automatically meet the disability definition under the Equality Act 2010 from the day you’re
diagnosed with HIV infection, cancer or multiple sclerosis.
What isn’t counted as a disability
Some conditions aren’t covered by the disability definition. These include addiction to non–prescribed drugs or
alcohol.
3. Brief overview of SOPA/SILC/DAS
Tom Berney and Glenda provided information on Scottish Older People’s Assembly (SOPA) which gives voice to
older people about their concerns and experiences. SOPA conveys messages from the grassroots to decision
makers to support or challenge policy making so that it has a positive impact on later life. SOPA has also raised
its profile amongst older people at a grassroots and a national level with its local and annual assemblies. More
information can be found on its website at www.scotopa.org.uk
Heather Fisken gave information on the organisations below;
Scottish Independent Living Coalition (SILC) - Disabled People’s Organisations (DPOs) convene to identify,
prioritise and address the barriers to disabled people’s independent living, human rights and equal and active
participation and citizenship. It works to ensure that disabled people’s voices are heard by decision makers. The
Coalition is convened by Scottish Disability Equality Forum and Inclusion Scotland. The Independent Chair is Dr
Jim Elder-Woodward OBE and the ILiS project is the secretariat.
Disability Agenda Scotland (DAS) - An alliance of disability organisations working jointly to influence and inform
decision makers and policy and promoting a better understanding of the needs of decision makers. Members
are: Scottish Association for Mental Health, Action on Hearing Loss, ENABLE, Sense, Royal National Institute for
the Blind and Capability Scotland.
4. Current themes for disabled people
Heather Fisken and Jim Elder-Woodwood outlined the current themes;





Delivery of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD), and the
Scottish Government and COSLA delivery plans (draft) for it, plus the Equality 2010 Act
Health and Social Care integration, and in particular the funding of social care
Community empowerment, capacity building and resources for DPOs. Also procurement.
Barriers to education, sport, political life, employment, transport, the built environment, justice and
remedy, welfare, inclusive communication, accessible housing and more.

5. Engagement
Susan Grasekampf gave an overview of the Scottish Disability Equality Forum (SDEF). It is a membership
organisation which promotes independent living, removing barriers to inequality for those affected by disability
in Scotland.
The Forum works with many organisations to influence Scottish Government policies which affect how disabled
people live. This includes Access Panels across Scotland that provides advice and support to disabled people in
their local communities.
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Individuals and organisations can join and help to further the aims of the organisation.
Susan highlighted some consultations which have been published and may well be of interest to SOPA
members. These are on a) Healthcare Facilities and b) Scottish Ambulance Service and c) Chargeable GP Phone
numbers. The website links are below for sharing.
a. http://sdef.org.uk/index.php/consultations/337-scottish-ambulance-service
b. http://sdef.org.uk/index.php/consultations/358-health-facilities-scotland-consultation
c. http://sdef.org.uk/index.php/consultations/352-consultation-on-general-practitioner-telephonenumbers
6. SOPA Model
Tom Berney and Glenda Watt explained that prior to the 2014 Assembly, 12 local meetings, with over 400
representative older people participating, were held in Lerwick, Aberdeen, Inverness, Dundee, Stirling, Kirkcaldy,
Edinburgh, Penicuik, Hamilton, Glasgow, Ayr and Dumfries. This was to gather the views and concerns of older
people for presentation in the Scottish Parliament on 31 October 2014.
Between January and April 2015, nine local meetings were held with over 400 representative older people
participating. The meetings took place in Dalkeith, Livingston, Irvine, Orkney, Kilmarnock, Falkirk, Paisley, Turriff
and Edinburgh. Other meetings will follow in East Lothian and Helensburgh. Presentations at the meetings
included information about the Scottish Older People’s Assembly in the Parliament on 31 October 2014 and
local issues concerning older people.
Following the presentations, participants were invited to discuss the SOPA Action Plan 2015 statements to
identify priorities and address two questions about improving SOPA.
Analysis of the results has identified four priorities for the 2015 SOPA Action Plan:
5)
6)
7)
8)

Affordable and accessible housing in all communities
National Care Standards
Integrated transport
SOPA extending its reach

These issues and other SOPA Action Plan items will be taken to the national assembly in the Parliament on 5 th
October 2015.
7. Disability Summit – Heather gave a short overview of the planned Annual Summit on disability. This year
will be the first summit and it is still in the development stages. The Summit will take place in Edinburgh on 3 rd
December, International Day of Disabled People. This will be an opportunity for disabled people to speak to the
Minister and to hear from the Minister. The focus of this year’s Summit will be the consultation on the Scottish
Government’s draft Disability Delivery Plan (a consultation will begin on 3rd September). More details will follow
as they emerge and we would be delighted if SOPA would attend.
8. Keeping in touch.
Everyone agreed that the meeting was extremely helpful and promised to action the following points;


Copies of the latest Scottish Disability Equality Forum Newsletter contain lots of information on the
Access Panels, their work and outreach will be sent to Glenda Watt. If SOPA would like to put into our
next newsletter, please send this to Morven (morven.brooks@sdef.org.uk
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Heather Fisken will facilitate SOPA’s attendance at a Scottish Government meeting on Accessible Housing
on Monday 27th July 2015
Heather Fisken will facilitate SOPA’s connection to Mobility Access Committee Scotland (a formal
Ministerial Advisory Committee on accessible transport.
We will link to each other’s websites. www.sdef.org.uk

Glenda Watt
Co-ordinator Scottish Older People’s Assembly and Heather Fisken
Project Manager, Independent Living in Scotland Project
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Scottish Older People’s Assembly, LGBTI Community Glasgow 13 August 2015
A meeting with members of the LGBTI Communities in Glasgow was part of a series of gatherings for older
people’s groups around Scotland between January and August 2015. The format included a Welcome by Tim
Puntis LGBT Age Champion and Lynda Peachy LGBT Age Development Worker. This was followed with a
presentation by Tom Berney, SOPA Chair on the growing role of SOPA in supporting and challenging policy
relating to older people. Eight participants discussed Action Plan 2015 statements which are listed below and
they then identified their priorities. The following questions were also addressed:
How can SOPA work with you? and How can you work with SOPA?
SOPA Action Plan Points
Communications & Information: accessible Internet access, solidarity between generations, and SOPA reaching
out to groups of older people.
Community Empowerment: clear communication on how the Community Empowerment (CE) (Scotland) Act will
operate and reach out to the LGBT community and ethnic groups and SOPA extending its reach to as many older
people as possible.
Community Safety and Housing: all communities have access to affordable housing, street safety - traffic
control and a police presence, clear comparisons between energy companies.
Health and Social Care: respect and dignity towards cared-for people and implementation of National Care
Standards.
Retirement, Pensions and Money: pensions concerns over flat rate, expense of funerals acknowledgement of
unpaid carers and savings to the national purse
Transport, Travel and Environment: integrated travel policy, public spaces for social life - including rest areas
and toilets.
Priority Concerns
All participants described their experiences of discrimination while young or older adults stating that people in
general had no idea of the discrimination that almost all of the LGBTI community had experienced.
Some people felt that aspects of the NHS and care system had changed little over the years although legislation
exists for outlawing discrimination towards people from the protected equality groups. Recent encounters with
professionals had also left members of the communities feeling uncomfortable and stressed.
Descriptions were given of sheltered housing where outmoded and institutional attitudes were felt by tenants.
Some participants also described a ‘fear of being myself’ due to homophobic attitudes by other tenants or staff.
Another participant described the difficulty she had of persuading a day centre to consider the needs of the local
LGBTI community.

How SOPA can work with the LGBT Community
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Suggestions focused on explicit communications and
contributing to events such as the Glasgow Pride event
on 22 August 2015

Comments on the meeting
The Development Worker thanked SOPA
for “a fruitful discussion. Stating that
“Everyone left feeling very positive about
SOPA and your work”

 Publicising personal stories from the LGBT
Community
 More feedback on future developments and
results
 Send newsletter to interested people

How the local group can work better with
SOPA
SOPA Co-ordinator Glenda Watt
glenda.watt@edinburgh.gov.uk

Suggestions focused on continuing and building on the
positive relationship already established with SOPA.

The City of Edinburgh Council,
Waverley Court, 4 East Market Street,
Edinburgh EH8 8BG
t: 0131 469 3806
The Scottish Older People’s Assembly is a
‘voice’ for older people.

Visit the SOPA website for up-to-date
information about events and activities.
www.scotopa.org.uk
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Scottish Older People’s Assembly Meeting Oban
Oban was part of a series of meetings for older people and their groups around Scotland between January and November
2015. The format was arranged in partnership with Argyle and Bute Council and included a welcome by Marri Malloy,
Oban Community Council and introductory remarks by Councillor Roddy McCuish, Depute Policy Lead for Strategic
Housing, Gaelic, Community and Culture of Argyll and Bute Council. This was followed with a presentation by Tom Berney,
SOPA Chair on the growing role of SOPA in supporting and challenging policy, on the national Assembly held at the Scottish
Parliament in October and SOPA’s recent reception in the House of Commons. Approximately 50 participants considered
the issues from SOPA’s Action Plan and identified their own concerns. While most of the attendees were from Oban, there
were representatives from list Mull, Coll and Tiree.
SOPA’s Communication Adviser, raised awareness of events in the local press and media, and publicised them afterwards
on SOPA’s Facebook site - https://www.facebook.com/scotopa

RESULTS FROM GROUP DISCUSSION
Transport, Travel and Environment
 Severe lack of public transport and bus stops even in the main towns; timetables should be written in larger letters
 Public transport is hard to access for frail elderly people; high cost of taxis; lack of transport and taxis for
wheelchair users
 Lack and cost of community transport
 Non co-ordinated transport service between train, ferry, bus, parking for cars etc.; lack of shelter at Kerrera ferry
point (bus and ferry don’t connect and there’s no shelter there and no shops)
 Area is diverse: difficulties in accessing facilities and support. Hard to generalise when creating services
 Problems arising if transport is inadequate for people who are housebound or have depression and other
problems: people can’t get to social events and appointments; voluntary groups fold; aggravates disability issues
already present
 Loneliness, isolation, especially newly bereaved people – slip into illness, poor diet, depression, accidents, being
taken advantage of etc. Social clubs exist but problems of transport and carers or helpers to accompany very frail
people
 We need volunteer car scheme; survey of need (though lots have been done, to no result, but local voluntary
groups and churches are aware of need); co-ordination of voluntary groups to work on the issue; funding
opportunities
 Lack of ramps to shops and hotels and areas with no pavements (Longsdale, Oban). Access is an issue and safety
needs priority, especially in autumn when the leaves can be lethal (slippy)
 Designated areas for pedestrians in built up areas where there are NO pavements
 Lack of public toilets; we need signs and easy access
 Blue badge and dementia - the criteria for use of the Blue Badge should be changed to include people with
dementia. This would be very helpful to carers who are accompanying people with dementia.
Housing and Community Safety
 Delays in housing adaptations implementation
 More police presence in town, in residential and outlying areas e.g. Nant Drive, Soroba
 Suitable, affordable housing for older people in a safe environment with access to community shops
Health and Social Care
 Who do we get information from on Health and Social Care; integration of health care and social care with
appropriate training for community carers, particularly in understanding dementia and communication needs, a
workable rota and better paid hours for care workers
 Lack of time given to carers to do their duties; they need more time with patients, not allocated time for travelling
between clients
 End of life care – palliative care – lack of hospice care in this area i.e. designated building
 Health appointments don’t take geography into account; implications for attending appointments in Glasgow and
issue of travel arrangements to hospital appointments; keeping hospital and outpatients clinics when we don’t
have to travel to cities
 We easily set up a group of people with dementia in rural area of north-east Argyll because there is a volunteer car
scheme, but have struggled to keep a group going in Oban because no car scheme exists, we may not survive,
despite the need for the group.
Retirement, Pensions and Money Matters
 Funeral costs too high
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 Pensions: can you choose how to get your pension?
Communication and Information
 Digital inclusion; simplify the jargon for using computers; computer classes to help pensioners especially when
hospitals use e-mail for appointments
 Use the loop systems: they are available but not on
 Advice services for older people too frail to go to an advice service; can be delivered via clubs, but only if you can
get there
 Nuisance calls and scams are confusing and frustrating for the elder people.

Comments on the meeting
42 (84%) participants completed an evaluation form and of this number:



over 65% valued the meeting as useful and extremely useful
one respondent rated the meeting even higher with a six

The comments were on the whole very positive and the opportunity to meet and hear the concerns of other older people
was particularly appreciated. A representative sample of the comments about what was most liked about the meeting
included:
“The open discussion was very helpful and we need more of it!”
“Voicing your requirements and being listened to!”
“Honesty about what’s needed and real situations, what SOPA does, what Argyll has to do to make savings.”
“Knowing we are not alone!”
“Views of other people – speeches from the older guy with the beard (Tom Berney) – good to speak to others and listen to
what they had to say.”
“Hearing the concerns of other older people and finding that, on the whole, we suffer the same problems as others.
Interesting to hear that some parts of the mainland have problems with transport as we do in the islands. I like to see the
wide scope of items on offer today at this assembly and I commend you for it.”
Four people were concerned about temperature of the hall and some people said they had difficulty hearing although a PA
system was used. It was also felt by 3 people that the SOPA responses and commentaries during the discussions were over
long and that this precluded wider discussion.
Judging by the feedback the general response appears to have been enthusiastic, in some cases very enthusiastic, and
there seems to be a widespread appetite for further meetings and action

SOPA Co-ordinator Glenda Watt
glenda.watt@edinburgh.gov.uk
The City of Edinburgh Council,
Waverley Court, 4 East Market Street,
Edinburgh EH8 8BG t: 0131 469 3806
The Scottish Older People’s Assembly is a ‘voice’ for
older people.

Oban meeting on 13 November 2015

Visit the SOPA website for up-to-date information about
events and activities: www.scotopa.org.uk
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Appendix 5

Research Briefs
LGBT Age
LGBT Age runs a support and befriending service for older LGBT people in Glasgow, Edinburgh and the Lothians. They have
quite an impressive track record and they have been shortlisted for awards by Scottish LGBTI Awards. These include:




Diversity award – sponsored by LGBT Youth Scotland which recognises the people and initiatives that have sought
to involve and include diverse identities
Their Age capacity building project which provides resources for organisations and services working with older
people has been shortlisted in the Equality Initiative of the year category.
The Bi and Beyond community group has been nominated for Community Group of the year

The Age Capacity Building Project will be of particular interest. It may be an area where SOPA can assist and perhaps from
which it can also learn. Among the items this group has produced are










Ten top tips for becoming more LGBT inclusive – this is a booklet that provides an introduction to issues facing
older LGBT people
Five tips for providing services for older transgender people
An LGBT age audit tool aimed at individuals and teams providing direct services to older people
Creating a safe space. Advice on creating a safe space commitment and putting it into practice
In the frame – creating inclusive imagery. Advice on creating publicity material that sends out a positive message
that LGBT are welcomed in your organisation
Top tips poster – designed for staff notice boards and include for tips on supporting older LGBT people.
Community consultation executive summary. LGBT Age interviewed 182 older LGBT people to find out what they
wanted in terms of information and support.
What we did – a summary A guide to work of the project and the impact it has had
Impact report: A look at the project as a whole and the impact it has had.

Possible issue for discussion
As can be seen from the above LGBT Age is a very active group and there is considerably more information on their
website. What is of immediate interest is the results of their community consultation survey which raises issues that SOPA
may wish to discuss at the meeting. The summary found six key areas.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

There is a strong need for social connection
Over half of people are selective about being out
There are key geographical differences in access to services in the Lothians, Glasgow and the rest of Scotland
People travel to urban areas to access LGBT spaces
There are particular issues for transgender people
Ageing as an LGBT person often creates specific additional challenges

The survey also found key concerns about ageing:





45% expressed fears around loneliness (42% men, 47% women, 57% transgender
40% concerned about lack of opportunity to meet other LGBT people
31% concerned about financial worries (20% men, 38% women 71% transgender)
27% concerned about the need to use social services (23% men, 28% women, 51% transgender)

The report’s conclusion highlights the need for social connection and despite ‘legislative and attitudinal change many
older LGBT people are not out or only out selectively.’ It would appear from the report that concerns about loneliness
and isolation which affect many older people are compounded for older LGBT people. LGBT Age successfully applied for
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lottery funding for a three year project to tackle this issue in Glasgow, Edinburgh and the Lothians and it is an issue that
SOPA may want to discuss further.
As a matter of further interest it may be worthwhile accessing the recent article in the Edinburgh Evening News on an
older transgender person Michelle McDonaugh which appeared on Tuesday 28th July 2015.
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Briefing Note: Background to the Equality and Human Rights Impact Assessment
The purpose of this brief is to examine an issue that may be of pressing importance in the future and a possible topic for
wider discussion at the forthcoming Older People’s Development Group on August 12 th. Essentially what will be the effect
of inevitable budget cuts and the concomitant reduction in staffing resources on the ability of public bodies to deliver on
their statutory requirements under equality legislation? As budgets come under increasing pressure the ability and, in
some cases, the willingness of public bodies to deliver on statutory obligations under the Equality Acts comes into
question. This has already been identified as an issue which will be shown below but first there will be a brief examination
of what those statutory obligations are.
The Equality Act of 2010 sets out sets out equality duties for public bodies which covers the following protected
characteristics – age, disability, sex, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief and sexual
orientation. All these duties, with the possible exception of pregnancy and maternity, are issues that have been identified
as of concern to SOPA. As such the Assembly has a clear interest in ensuring that these duties receive the appropriate
attention and are adequately delivered. In its guide to equality regulation the Equality and Human Rights Commission sets
out the following general duties:
The duty has two elements: the general duty and the specific duties. The general duty applies in relation to England,
Scotland and Wales. It requires public authorities, in all their functions, to have due regard to the need to:
a)

eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct that is prohibited by or under
the Equality Act 2010;

b)

advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and
persons who do not share it;

c)

foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and persons who do
not share it. 15

The guide also sets out further specific duties for Scotland:
In summary, the specific duties in Scotland require listed public authorities:

15

16

a)

to publish every two years a report on the progress it has made to make the general duty integral to the
exercise of its functions;

b)

to publish every four years outcomes which will enable it to perform the general duty more effectively;

c)

to assess the impact of a policy or practice against the requirements of the general duty, taking into
consideration relevant evidence relating to people who share a p rotected characteristic;

d)

to gather information on the composition of its employees, and use this to perform the general duty more
effectively;

e)

every two years to publish information (for bodies with over 150 employees) on the pay gap between men’s
and women’s average hourly pay (excluding overtime);

f)

every four years to publish a statement (for bodies with 150 employees) on equal pay;

g)

in relation to public procurement, to have due regard to whether its award criteria should include
considerations of any relevant impact on groups sharing protected characteristics;

h)

Scottish Ministers must every four years publish proposals for activity to enable a listed authority to perform
the general duty more effectively.16

A guide to regulation of the Public Sector Equality Duty in England, Scotland and Wales

Ibid
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Ensuring the delivery of these duties is a major function of the Equality and Human Rights Commission in conjunction with
the Scottish Human Rights Commission. It is in the actual enforcement of these duties where concerns arise. Without
reproducing the entire guide, which can be accessed through the commission’s website under ‘Monitoring and
enforcement – our regulatory work’ it is obvious the approach is one of engagement with public bodies. It clearly states
that statutory enforcement is a last resort and even this is subject to a value for money assessment. While this is not, in an
of itself, an unreasonable position it does provide for a longer process of enforcement with a number of get out clauses
along the way and it is this which raises questions about the interpretations public bodies may have of the general and
specific duties.
In its report on Improving Equality Outcomes the Equality and Human Rights Commission for Scotland ‘found that many
public bodies failed to measure up to the detail of the specific duty requirements. For example only 1 in 3 public bodies
published robust equality outcomes that were clear and measurable. The Commission took the view that poor quality
outcomes would make it difficult for public bodies to report effectively on their progress in April 2015 and would be
unlikely to achieve positive change for people with protected characteristics.’17
In addition the Commission indentified three specific problems
1. Authorities published outputs or activities rather than outcomes
2. Outcome published was not specific –it did not set out what the problem or issue was
3. Published outcomes were not measurable
The Commission invited 46 public bodies to participate in a project to improve this position with 36 successfully revising
their outcomes. Nonetheless the ten that needed further work cited reorganizational issues, practitioner absence and a
desire to consult again with service users.
Certainly some improvements have been made as highlighted in the Commission report but it does raise the point that
certain public bodies, especially if they are under financial pressure, may be tempted to indulge in some creative
ambiguity in their interpretation of the specific duties or certainly in their use of terminology. The meaning of the term
outcome is obviously interpreted differently from public body to public body. This in turn raises an important point about
consultation and its effectiveness that SOPA can usefully make as an umbrella body in that terminology used must be
understood by all participants. (Perhaps it would be as well to adopt a clear English policy for reports etc as professional
terminology does not necessarily translate well for those unused to it). This is not to say that public bodies are reluctant
now or in the future to comply with required duties but under financial pressure prioritising may not be the same across
the board.
The purpose of this brief has been to highlight a potential problem for the future as there have already been difficulties in
the recent past. It is to be hoped that the forthcoming Equality and Human Rights Impact Assessments will make a
material difference but it is still an issue to be kept in mind for any consultation process.

17

Equality and Human Rights Commission March 2015
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Research Brief re Dementia
Background
According to Alzheimer Scotland approximately 90,000 people in Scotland have dementia and around 3,200 are under the
age of 65 and it is estimated that by 2031 the numbers will have doubled. In East Lothian alone, there are 1,813 people
with dementia of whom 1,752 are over the age of 65. Since 2007 the Scottish Government has made dementia a national
priority and in 2013 produced a second National Dementia Strategy to run until 2016. The strategy makes 17 commitments
but for the purposes of the meeting there are certain areas of policy and strategy that may bear particular attention. First
of all the policy context that sets out the following key points:









Integration of health and social care - allowing for the integration of adult and older people’s health and social
care services in Scotland
Reshaping care for older people/change fund - £300 million to facilitate changes in the way services are designed
and care is delivered
Carers strategy: Caring together: the Carers Strategy for Scotland 2010-2015 recognises that carers must be seen
as equal partners in the delivery of care as their support allows people with dementia to live at home in their own
communities safely, independently and with dignity
Self directed support – a major reform to the way social care services and some health care services are delivered
and gives greater choice and control to those who receive support.
Housing Strategy: Age home and community : A strategy for housing for Scotland’s older People 2012 – 2020
emphasises the role of housing and housing related support in shifting the balance of care towards independent
living and reduces the use of institutional care settings
Palliative care: promote the provision of palliative and end of life care to all

The key outcomes of the National Dementia Strategy are:








More people with dementia living a good quality of life at home
Dementia enabled and dementia friendly local communities that contribute to greater awareness of dementia
and reduce stigma
Timely accurate diagnosis of dementia
Better post diagnostic support for people with dementia and there families
More people with dementia, their families and carers being involved as equal partners in care throughout the
journey of the illness
Better respect and promotion of rights in all settings, together with improved compliance with the legal
requirements in respect of treatment
People with dementia in hospitals and other institutional settings always being treated with dignity and respect

The Strategy also outlines a rights based care:







I have the right to a diagnosis
I have the right to be regarded as a unique individual and be treated with dignity and respect
I have the right to access a range of treatments and support
I have the right to be as independent as possible and be included in my community
I have the right to have carers who are well supported and educated about dementia
I have the right to end of life care that respects my wishes

Possible points for discussion
The issue of dementia, even on the points of policy, outcomes and rights is a large one. It is also, as has been recognised,
one that is very likely to be a major issue of the provision of health and social care in the future. In the case of the East
Lothian meetings it should be borne in mind that the demographic between Musselburgh and North Berwick is likely to be
a little different. In which case the similarities and differences of the experience of the two communities would prove
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interesting, for example since the designation of dementia as a national priority in 2007 what changes have they noted?
How has the national strategy impacted on them and indeed what impact do they feel they have had on that strategy?
How, as dementia friendly groups, do they feel that attitudes to dementia have changed in the last few years and how is
the process of de-stigmatising the illness progressing? How can SOPA help in raising the concerns and sharing their
experiences with other groups and government? In comment 14 of the national strategy it states ‘We will take account of
the expectations and experience of people with dementia and their carers in taking forward the work on outcomes for the
integration of health and social care. If there is a representative of the council present it might be as well to ask, given the
number of people with dementia in the area, what are their figures for the number of carers and their breakdown, kinship
elderly, professional etc, also the numbers in institutions as opposed to those remaining in their own home? Again the
differences between Musselburgh and North Berwick might prove enlightening.
One final comment the report states that ‘Black and ethnic minority communities: Different patterns of engagement with
health and social care services, while based on strong family structures, may make it less likely that people come forward
for diagnosis or if they do that they come forward later or engage with services differently. We need to ensure how we
engage and deliver services does not disadvantage this group.’ This may be an issue worth exploring at the BME meeting.
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Background Briefing for House of Commons Joint Reception 4th November 2015
The following is a brief overview of some of the issues that SOPA has been examining recently as well as links to the most
current research on Universal Credit, tax credits and pensions from the Institute of Fiscal Studies, the Resolution
Foundation and the Joseph Rowntree Foundation.
www.resolutionfoundation.org/media/blog/one-size-does-not-fit-all
This article is concerned with the effects of Universal Credit on older people and argues that the new system does not
work for older people.
www.resolution.org/media/blog/the-social-contract-between-generations-in-britain-is-broken
This article by David Willets argues, essentially that pensioners, especially baby-boomers have never had it so good but the
future is not so rosy for those coming after. A little South East centric but it may be an analysis worth challenging.
www.ifs.org.uk/publications/8026
This is a press release for a lecture by Paul Johnson on behalf of the Institute for Fiscal Studies on 20th October 2015 at the
inaugural Pensions Management Institute annual lecture. Again it argues rather on the Willets lines. On the same page
there are links to the full presentation ‘Pensions Policy: Where have we been and where are we going?’ It also has a link to
Joseph Rowntree Foundation summaries from 27/03/2015 ‘Retirement in the 21st Century’ and from 01/09/2015, ‘Where
next for pensioner living standards?’
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S4_EqualOpportunitiesCommittee/Reports/EOS042015R05.pdf

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-34656808
Recent Activity in the Scottish Parliament may also be of relevance to the discussion of pensioner’s living standards in the
age of austerity and the above is the link to the Scottish Parliaments equal opportunities report on Age and Social
Isolation. The second link above is the BBC’s take on the story and the Committee’s report was also the headline article in
the Herald on 28th October 2015.
www.scottish.parliament.gov.uk/newsandmediacentre/93292.aspx
The above refers to the burial and cremation bill going through the Scottish Parliament. As SOPA has been instrumental in
getting the issue of funeral costs on to the political agenda, an issue that is also live outside Scotland; this may well be an
area that could be covered. This is also an issue that is receiving more press attention and could well be a significant
campaigning point in the coming year.
www.scotsman.com/news/politics/top-stories/scotland-faces-huge-rise-in-pensioner-population
http://bbc.co.uk/news/uk-34666382
The above article appeared in the Scotsman on the 29th October 2015. It is the usual ‘demographic time bomb’ stuff. In
fact the phrase appears in the first line. It does not say anything particularly new but it is possibly an opportunity to
challenge this with a letter or article from SOPA. The BBC link refers to the latest ONS figures for the UK population
increase released on 29th October.
http://thirdforcenews.org.uk/tfn-news/steep-rise-in-fuel-poverty
http://www.gov.scot/topics/statistics/browse/housing-regeneration/trendfuelpovety
http://www.gov.scot/topics/built-environment/housing/fuelpoverty
The issue of fuel poverty will also be a major point in the coming months. The above article from Third Force News on 26 th
October also fits in with Tom’s recent quote in the National.
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“Tom Berney, chair of the Scottish Older people’s Assembly commented that every death is a tragedy it is shocking to see
such a sharp increase in winter deaths. I am sure it is no coincidence that the rise comes at time when austerity welfare
measures were beginning to bite against a background of fuel prices having increased by 20% between 2010 and 2013. In
our meetings with older people in Scotland we regularly hear reports of people worried about the cost of adequately
heating their homes and at worst having to cut down on food to pay their bills.
According to government figures* there are now almost a million households in Scotland in a state of fuel poverty. Cold
and damp is a major contributor to respiratory illness. The long term forecast is that next winter will be one of the most
severe on record we must ensure that older people in particular are able to cope with that.
On another tack it is worth noting that 22,000 deaths in three months represents, at the current cost of funerals
represents an £88 million pound cost to their families, driving many of them into debt and therefore even less able to
meet their heating costs this winter. “
As fuel poverty is also a care and housing issue some notes on those have been added below. It should be noted that care
and housing are devolved responsibilities but there are nonetheless Barnett Formula consequentials in the funding and
the exact nature of welfare devolution is still unresolved.
1. Care
The Health Analytical Services Division of the Scottish Government has produced a useful fact sheet on Social Care Services
in Scotland, the main points of which are reproduced here. It should be noted here that the total population of Scotland
aged 65 and over is currently 0.93 million.







There are 112,000 people currently using Telecare which is the remote delivery of care services in their own home.
There are 62,000 people in receipt of Home Care which provides practical and personal care services allowing
people to live independently in their own homes
There are 6,000 who receive a Direct Payment to purchase the support they need (51% are aged 18 – 64)
79% of people in receipt of social care are older people. 1 in 8 of all people aged 65 or over receives some form of
care or support.
69% of social care recipients aged 65 and over are female
Between 2005 and 2014 the number of Home Care recipients has fallen by 9,400 (13%) although the average
number of hours of care received per person has increased Over the same period the number of Direct Payment
recipients has increased by 4,600

The above gives a brief outline of the age demographics of Social Care in Scotland. Wider statistics and publications are
available at www.scotland.gov.uk/HSCdata
As well as those in receipt of social care there are substantial numbers unpaid carers in Scotland. In the Scottish
Government report Scotland’s Carers (published 24th March 2015) the Scottish Health Survey (SHeS) found that:
 The age group most likely to be a carer is in the 54 – 64 group with nearly a third of women and just over one fifth
of men.
 After retirement the gender balances out, with 19% of men and women in the 64 – 75 age group providing care.
 After 75 12% of men and 9% of women identify themselves as carers.
 The census of 2011 found that over half carers in the 65+ age group provided 35 hours a week or more care.
The SHeS survey and the Scottish Census have highlighted a number of issues particularly with regard to the support of
unpaid carers. There are concerns with physical and mental wellbeing of carers, especially those providing 35 hours a
week or more. Economic issues are also a significant issue with 104,000 people in Scotland entitled to carers allowance
but just over half of these people received it. It could well be argued that carers providing over 35 hours care, even if not
in employment are not ‘economically inactive’ but are actually providing a public service.
The Care Inspectorate and Health Care Improvement Scotland have produced a recent (August 2015) joint inspection
report on services for older people in Glasgow. While the report is naturally concentrated on Glasgow there are several
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useful comparators with other local authorities and with Scotland as a whole. There is also a useful opinion piece on the
wider debate in the Herald by Stephen Naysmith entitled Glasgow’s Elderly Care Challenge May be Echoed Around the
Country (Herald 26th August 2015). The full report can be found on cinsp.in/1HLbgIQ
2. Housing
The Scottish Government’s housing strategy is up for review in 2016. This would be a good opportunity for SOPA to have
an input into the current and future progress of this strategy. The policy states that:
Older people in Scotland are valued as an asset their voices are heard and older people are supported to enjoy full and
positive lives in their own homes and in a homely setting
The key aims of the Housing Strategy for older people in 2011 were:






Clear strategic leadership
Information and advice
Better use of existing housing
Preventative support
Better housing provision

The housing strategy forms part of the Change Fund for older people and one of the main commitments of clear strategic
leadership was the undertaking to:




Promote consultation with older people and take account of their views
Support service innovation across housing, health and social care through the Change Fund for Older People’s
Services and;
Help demonstrate the benefits of investment in housing and related services for shifting the balance of social care

The Strategy document states that it ‘recognises the vital contribution made by older people not least in caring for others
in society. We are going through difficult times not least with an ageing population and major financial challenges. These
challenges can only be tackled in partnership with others, by listening more to older people and recognising their right to
choose what suits them’.
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